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1 Introduction
Let ∆ ⊂ C denote the unit disk, viewed as a model for the hyperbolic plane.
Under rescaling, ∆ takes on the appearance of a tree, with an additional
ribbon structure coming from the cyclic ordering of its ends.
In this paper we show branched coverings of ribbon trees naturally com-
pactify the space of proper holomorphic maps f : (∆,0) → (∆,0), and use
the structure of these ribbon trees to describe the limiting moduli of f.
Ribbon R-trees. We begin with some deﬁnitions. A metric space T is an
R-tree if any two points x,y ∈ T are joined by a unique arc [x,y] ⊂ T which
is isometric to an interval in R. It is simplicial if there is a discrete set of
∗Research supported in part by the NSF.
1vertices V ⊂ T such that T −V is a disjoint union of arcs. (Like an idealized
conifer, a simplicial tree can have inﬁnitely many edges attached to a single
vertex.)
A ribbon structure on a ﬁnite simplicial tree S is the choice of a planar
embedding S ֒→ R2, up to isotopy. The ribbon structure can be speciﬁed by
a cyclic ordering of the edges incident to each vertex. When T is equipped
with compatible ribbon structures on all its ﬁnite subtrees, it becomes a
ribbon R-tree.
A map f : T1 → T2 between ribbon R-trees is a branched covering if
f is a locally isometric covering map outside a ﬁnite set of critical points
C(f) ⊂ T1, where it is modeled on the map (r,θ)  → (r,nθ) in R2. The
global degree of f is always ﬁnite.
Dynamics of branched coverings. Our ﬁrst results (§4) describe the dy-
namics and translation lengths for branched coverings with a distinguished
ﬁxed point p.
Theorem 1.1 Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal branched covering of
a ribbon R-tree with deg(f) ≥ 2. Then T is simplicial, the orbits of f are
discrete, and T/ f  is a ﬁnite tree with at most 3|C(f)| − 1 edges.
(Here minimal means (T,p) has no proper, totally invariant subtree (T′,p).)
Let ǫ(T) denote the cyclically ordered space of ends of T. The length
function Lf : ǫ(T) → [0,∞) measures the rate at which f moves points of
T towards p; it is deﬁned by
Lf(α) = lim
x→α
d(x,p) − d(f(x),p).
In §7 we show:
Theorem 1.2 The translation length Lf is a piecewise-constant function
on the ends of T. Its ﬁnitely many values lie in the subgroup of R generated
by the edge lengths of T/ f .
Dynamics on the unit disk. Now let f : ∆ → ∆ be a proper holomorphic
map on the unit disk of degree d ≥ 2. Such a map has (d−1) critical points
C(f) ⊂ ∆.
The action of the iterates of f on ∆ is analogous to the action of a
ﬁnitely-generated Fuchsian group Γ ⊂ Aut(∆). We will assume that f has
a ﬁxed point in the disk; this is analogous to the condition that the quotient
2Riemann surface ∆/Γ is compact. Then up to conjugacy, f is a Blaschke
product of the form
f(z) = z
d−1  
1
 
z − ai
1 − aiz
 
, ai ∈ ∆. (1.1)
Let Bd ∼ = ∆(d−1) denote the space of all such Blaschke products.
Length spectra. Any f ∈ Bd extends continuously to a measure-preserving
covering map on the circle. There is a natural marking homeomorphism
φ : S1 → S1, which conjugates f to the model mapping pd(z) = zd, and is
normalized so φ(z) = z when f = pd. We deﬁne the length on f of a periodic
cycle C for pd by
L(C,f) = log|(fq)′(z)|,
where q = |C| and φ(z) ∈ C.
The values L(C,f), labeled by C, form the marked length spectrum of f;
they determine f uniquely [SS]. (The analogous result for negatively curved
surfaces is proved in [Ot1].)
A continuous version of the marked length spectrum is provided by the
length function
Lf(z) = log|f′(φ−1(z))|, z ∈ S1.
Note that
L(C,f) =
 
z∈C
Lf(z) (1.2)
for each cycle C. It is often useful to normalize Lf by its maximum
M(f) = sup
z∈S1
Lf(z),
which tends to inﬁnity if f diverges in Bd.
Geometric limits. By the Schwarz lemma, f contracts the hyperbolic
metric on ∆; but far from its critical points, f is nearly an isometry. This
observation furnishes a connection with trees, made precise in §11:
Theorem 1.3 Any divergent sequence fn ∈ Bd has a subsequence which
converges geometrically to a degree d minimal branched covering f : (T,p) →
(T,p) of a ribbon R-tree.
The tree T is constructed as the Gromov-Hausdorﬀ limit of a sequence
of hyperbolic polygons in ∆, namely the convex hulls of ﬁnite sets of the
3form
k  
i=−k
fi
n(C(fn) ∪ {0}),
where C(fn) is the set of critical points of fn. This construction is in the
same spirit as case of the surface groups, treated in [Be1] and [Pau1].
In §12 we show the length function Lf for the limiting tree controls the
limiting length spectra of fn. Theorem 1.2 then allows one to deduce:
Theorem 1.4 Suppose fn diverges in Bd. Then there is a subsequence such
that
L(z) = lim
n→∞
Lfn(z)
M(fn)
∈ [0,1]
exists for all z ∈ S1. The limit L(z) is a piecewise constant function with
at most (d − 1) laps.
(The lap condition means L(z) rises and falls at most (d − 1) times as z
traverses S1.)
Corollary 1.5 The limiting cycle lengths
L(C) = lim
n→∞
L(C,fn)/M(fn)
span a ﬁnite-dimensional vector space over Q.
Algebraic limits. The space of Blaschke products of degree d also has
a natural algebraic compactiﬁcation Bd ∼ = ∆
(d−1), whose boundary points
(F,S) are pairs consisting of a map F on the disk and divisor of sources S
on the circle.
The pair (F,S) has an associated marking relation Φ : S1 → S1, which
blows the sources up to intervals and relates the dynamics of (F,S) to the
dynamics of pd(z) = zd [Mc3]. Under this marking, points that are about
to escape from the inﬂuence of a given source s ∈ suppS are labeled by the
interval
Φ∗(s) = {z ∈ Φ(s) : zd  ∈ Φ(F(s))} ⊂ S1.
We say fn → (F,S) strongly if its algebraic limit is (F,S), and its geo-
metric limit is the tree obtained by suspending (F,S) (§5). Radial approach
to ∂Bd guarantees strong convergence (§14).
In §13 we show that the length spectrum for a strong limit can be de-
scribed directly in terms of the escape intervals for (F,S).
4Theorem 1.6 If fn → (F,S) ∈ ∂Bd strongly, then for almost all z ∈ S1 we
have
L(z) = lim
Lfn(z)
M(fn)
=
 
1 if z ∈ Φ∗(s) for some source s ∈ suppS;
0 otherwise.
Consequently, the limiting length spectrum satisﬁes
L(C) = lim
L(C,fn)
M(fn)
=
 
suppS
|C ∩ Φ∗(s)| ∈ Z (1.3)
for almost all cycles C.
Here ‘almost all’ means ﬁnitely many exceptional z and C are excluded.
When |suppS| = (d − 1), equation (1.3) holds for all C.
Quadratic trees. We now turn to a more detailed discussion of the case
d = 2. Here the space of branched coverings admits a particularly simple
description.
Theorem 1.7 The normalized, minimal quadratic branched coverings f :
(T,p) → (T,p) are parameterized by the circle R/Z with its rational points
blown up to intervals.
Indeed, in the quadratic case f has a unique critical point c ∈ T, and
c  = p by minimality. We say f is normalized if d(c,p) = 1. Since f is
a homeomorphism near p, it has a well-deﬁned rotation number ρ(f) ∈
S1 = R/Z. When ρ(f) = a/b is rational, there is an additional invariant
δ(f) ∈ [−1,1] which measures the failure of fb(c) to land on c. In §8 we
show these two invariants determine f up to isomorphism.
Julia sets. Next we relate these quadratic trees, and the length spectra of
maps in B2, to the Julia sets of quadratic polynomials.
For any rational a/b  = 0 ∈ S1, there is a unique parameter c(a/b) in
the a/b limb of the Mandelbrot set such that P(z) = z2 + c(a/b) satisﬁes
Pb(0) = 0. Let
K(P) = {z ∈ C : sup|Pn(z)| < ∞}
denote its ﬁlled Julia set, and let Ω(P) be the interior of K(P). The map P
has a distinguished ﬁxed point α which separates K(P) into b components.
There are four external rays landing at α and −α adjacent to z = 0 in
K(P). The angles of these rays form the endpoints of 3 consecutive intervals
K−(a/b),K(a/b),K+(a/b) ⊂ S1,
5(2/5) −
K+(2/5)
−α
α
K K(2/5)
Figure 1. The ﬁlled Julia set for P(z) = z2 + c(2/5).
with 0 ∈ K(a/b). See Figure 1 for the case a/b = 2/5, where K(a/b) =
[41/62,9/62].
The full Hubbard tree f : (T,p) → (T,p) records the combinatorial topol-
ogy of P|K(P). The tree T has a vertex for each component U of Ω(P),
and an edge from U to U′ when their closures meet. The action of P gives
a simplicial branched covering map f : T → T, and α labels a distinguished
edge midpoint p ∈ T ﬁxed by f.
Let us say un ∈ ∆ converges to u ∈ S1 no worse than quadratically if for
every ǫ > 0, we have
|u − un|2+ǫ = Oǫ(1 − |un|).
This conditions holds, for example, if un → u radially or along a horocycle.
With these notions in hand, the behavior of the length spectrum of a
diverging sequence fn ∈ B2 can be described as follows.
Theorem 1.8 Suppose f′
n(0) converges, no worse than quadratically, to a
root of unity u = exp(2πia/b). Then fn converges geometrically to the full
Hubbard tree for P(z) = z2 + c(a/b), and its length spectrum satisﬁes
L(C) = lim
L(C,fn)
M(fn)
= |C ∩ K(a/b)|
for all cycles C.
6This theorem is a consolidation of results in §8, §9 and §14. The hypoth-
esis insures that fn converges strongly to its algebraic limit, whose unique
source s = −u satisﬁes
Φ(s) = K−(a/b) ∪ K(a/b) ∪ K+(a/b) and
Φ∗(s) = K(a/b).
Thus the formula given for L(C) is also a special case of Theorem 1.6.
Irrational rotations. The deﬁnition of K(a/b) extends by continuity to
irrational numbers t ∈ S1. In this case strong convergence is automatic, and
we have:
Theorem 1.9 Suppose f′
n(0) → u = exp(2πit) and t is irrational. Then
L(C) = |C ∩ K(t)| for all cycles C.
However the interval K(t) does not vary continuously at rational points
t = a/b. In fact, we have
lim
t→a/b±
K(t) = K(a/b) ∪ K±(a/b).
The quadratic trees with rotation number ρ(f) = a/b and δ(f) ∈ [−1,1]
serve exactly to interpolate between these two limits, and the results of §8
and §14 imply:
Theorem 1.10 For any rational a/b ∈ S1, δ ∈ [0,1] and ǫ = ±1, there is
a sequence fn ∈ B2 satisfying
L(C) = |C ∩ K(a/b)| + δ|C ∩ Kǫ(a/b)|
for all C except the unique cycle with rotation number a/b.
Corollary 1.11 Every quadratic tree arises as a geometric limit of holo-
morphic maps.
Comparison with surface groups. Let Tg denote the Teichm¨ uller space
of hyperbolic metrics on a surface S of genus g ≥ 2. We conclude by
comparing the results above with the well-known compactiﬁcation of Tg
by measured laminations, which are dual to R-trees.
1. Simpliciality. By Theorem 1.1, whenever (T,p) supports a minimal
branched covering f, the tree T is simplicial. This behavior is in
sharp contrast to the case of surface groups: the R-tree T coming
from a measured lamination is almost never simplicial, and typically,
every orbit of π1(S) in T is dense.
72. Finiteness. Nevertheless the analogue of Corollary 1.5 holds for lami-
nations: the intersection numbers
{i(C,λ) : C is a closed curve on S}
span a ﬁnite-dimensional vector space over Q. (This is easily estab-
lished using train tracks.)
3. Markings. The action of a surface group on an R-tree immediately
yields a translation length for every closed curve C on S. The trans-
lation lengths for a branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p) are more
diﬃcult to extract; they are labeled by periodic cycles C for zd|S1,
which may or may not correspond to periodic ends of T.
4. Currents. The space of measured laminations can be constructed by
embedding Tg into the projective space of invariant measures for the
geodesic ﬂow on T1(S), and taking the closure [Bon2]. Similarly, for
Blaschke products the map
f  → νf = φ∗(|dz|/2π)
embeds Bd into the space Md(S1) of invariant measures for zd|S1;
passing to the closure, we obtain a compactiﬁcation whose boundary
is a sphere [Mc3].
This boundaryis diﬀerent, however, from the one provided by branched
coverings of trees. For example, when d = 2 the boundary of B2 in
M2(S1) is parameterized by S1, while the space of quadratic trees is
parameterized by S1 with its rational points blown up (Theorem 1.7).
5. Intersection number. The geometric intersection number on surfaces
uniﬁes the discussion of metrics and laminations. For example, a closed
curve C and a hyperbolic surface X both determine currents, and their
intersection number i(C,X) is simply the length of C on X.
In the setting of Blaschke products, we have the integration pairing
I : Md(S1) × L∞
b (S1) → R
between zd-invariant measures and bounded Borel functions. Regard-
ing a periodic cycle as a sum of δ-masses, equation (1.2) expresses the
length of a cycle as the intersection
L(C,f) = I(C,Lf).
8Furthermore the thermodynamic formalism allows one to reconstruct
the invariant measure νf from its log-derivative Lf. However the sym-
metry of the intersection number seems to be missing, and (as just
remarked) the embeddings of Bd into Md(S1) and L∞
b (S1) lead to
qualitatively diﬀerent compactiﬁcations.
Notes and references. For more on valuations, R-trees, measured fo-
liations, degenerations of hyperbolic manifolds and the boundary of Te-
ichm¨ uller space, see e.g. [MS1], [MS2], [Be1], [Be2], [Pau1], [Pau2] and
[Ot2]. Finite ribbon graphs play an important role in the topology of mod-
uli spaces; see for example [Pen] and [Ko]. Other applications of trees in
complex dynamics appear in [Shi], [Em], and [DeM].
A divergent sequence fn ∈ Bd can also be studied via a direct analysis of
its dynamics on the circle, which takes places at widely disparate scales and
exhibits highly localized expansion. Ribbon R-trees provide both a calculus
of inﬁnitesimals and a combinatorial framework to capture this structure.
For an explicit connection between R-trees and nonstandard analysis, see
[Ch].
The fact that the trees compactifying Bd are simplicial suggests they
are related to discrete valuations [Ki2], algebraic boundaries for the moduli
spaces of rational maps [Sil], [Mil1], and their blowups [D1], [D2]. Tropical
geometry may also provide a useful perspective on these compactiﬁcations
(see [FG] and the proof of Theorem 12.1).
This paper is a sequel to [Mc2], [Mc3] and [Mc4], which pursue the con-
nection between Blaschke products and other aspects of Teichm¨ uller theory
such as the Weil-Petersson metric, geodesic currents and lengths of simple
closed curves.
The theory of ribbon R-trees was developed independently in [Wo] for
applications to representations of surface groups.
I would like to thank M. Bestvina and F. Paulin for useful correspon-
dence.
Notation. The usual notations A = O(B) and A ≍ B mean A < CB and
B/C < A < CB, for an implicit constant C. The notation A = Os(B)
means C is allowed to depend on s.
2 Cyclically ordered sets
This section records deﬁnitions and basic properties of cyclically ordered
sets and their endomorphisms.
9Translations. Let   A be a totally ordered set. A translation is an order-
preserving bijection T :   A →   A such that for each x0,x ∈   A, there is a
unique n ∈ Z such that
Tn(x0) ≤ x < Tn+1(x0). (2.1)
Once the basepoint x0 is ﬁxed, we write n = ⌊x⌋. Changing the basepoint
only changes ⌊x⌋ by a uniformly bounded amount.
Cyclic orderings. A cyclic ordering on a set A is a collection of subsets
(a,b) ⊂ A, deﬁned for each pair of distinct points a,b ∈ A, such that:
1. {(a,b),(b,a)} is a partition of A − {a,b},
2. x ∈ (a,b) =⇒ b ∈ (x,a), and
3. the relation on (a,b) deﬁned by x < y if (x,y) ⊂ (a,b) deﬁnes a total
ordering on (a,b).
We regard (a,b) as the positively oriented open interval from a to b. These
open intervals generate a natural topology on A. (When |A| ≤ 2 we give A
the discrete topology.)
Universal covers. The quotient A =   A/ T  of a totally ordered set by a
translation has a natural cyclic ordering: we deﬁne (a,b) to be the projection
of the open interval (  a,  b) ⊂   A, for any pair of lifts of a,b such that   a ≤   b <
T(  a).
Conversely, every cyclically ordered set has a totally ordered universal
cover   A, equipped with a translation T such that A ∼ =   A/ T .
The basic example of a cyclically ordered set is S1 = R/Z. Any cyclically
ordered set with a countable dense subset can be embedded in S1 so its cyclic
ordering is preserved.
Maps. Let f : A1 → A2 be a map between cyclically ordered sets with
universal covers (   A1,T1) and (   A2,T2). We say f is a covering map of degree
d if it lifts to an order-preserving bijection   f :   A1 →   A2 satisfying
  f(T1(x)) = Td
2(  f(x)). (2.2)
An isomorphism is a covering map of degree one.
We say f is monotone increasing if it is covered by a map   f :   A1 →   A2
such that
x ≤ y =⇒   f(x) ≤   f(y)
and   f(T1(x)) = T2(  f(x)).
10Markings. Let f : A → A be a covering map of degree d > 1, and assume
A  = ∅. Deﬁne pd : S1 → S1 by pd(t) = dtmod1.
A semiconjugacy between f and pd is a monotone increasing map φ :
A → S1 such that the diagram
A
f
− − − − → A
φ
 
  φ
 
 
S1 pd − − − − → S1
commutes. We say φ is strong semiconjugacy if pd|φ(A) is d-to-one; equiva-
lently, if φ(f−1(x)) = p−1
d (φ(x)) for all x ∈ A. (This condition implies φ(A)
is dense in S1; a semiconjugacy which is not strong might send all of A to a
ﬁxed point of pd.)
Fix a basepoint x0 ∈   A, and deﬁne ⌊x⌋ via (2.1). Choose a lift   f of f
satisfying (2.2), and deﬁne   φ :   A → R by
  φ(x) = lim
n→∞
⌊  fn(x)⌋
dn   (2.3)
It is easily veriﬁed that   φ(T(x)) =   φ(x)+1, and that   φ descends to a strong
semiconjugacy between f and pd. Conversely, every strong semiconjugacy
arises via this construction. We refer to the choice of one such φ as a marking
of f : A → A. (Cf. [Sh], [Mc4] for the case A = S1.)
The map φ is independent of the choice of basepoint x0. If we replace   f
by T ◦   f, then φ(x) is replaced by φ(x) + 1/(d − 1); thus we have:
Proposition 2.1 Any degree d covering map f : A → A admits a marking,
and any two markings are related by the action of the group Z/(d − 1) of
automorphisms of pd.
Rotation numbers. Now let f : A → A be a monotone increasing map,
and   f :   A →   A a lift commuting with the action of T. As in the case of a
circle homeomorphism (cf. [CFS, Ch. 3.3]), we deﬁne the rotation number
of f by
ρ(f) = lim
n→∞
⌊  fn(x)⌋
n
mod1 (2.4)
for any x ∈   A.
It is easily veriﬁed that the value of ρ(f) ∈ S1 is independent of the
choice of x and the basepoint x0. If f has a periodic point, then ρ(f) is
rational, but not conversely. For example, the map f(1/n) = 1/(n + 1) on
A = {1/nmod1 : n > 0} ⊂ S1, with the induced cyclic ordering, has
ρ(f) = 0.
113 R-trees and ribbon trees
In this section we deﬁne branched coverings between ribbon R-trees and
discuss their basic properties.
R-trees. An R-tree is a nonempty metric space (T,d) such that any two
points x,y ∈ T are connected by a unique topological arc [x,y] ⊂ T, and
every arc in T is isometric to an interval in R.
We say x is an endpoint of T if T − {x} is connected; otherwise x is
an interior point. If T − {x} has three or more components, we say x is
a branch point. The set of branch points will be denoted B(T). We write
[x,y) and (x,y) for [x,y] with one or both of its endpoints removed.
Convexity. A subset S ⊂ T is convex if x,y ∈ S =⇒ [x,y] ⊂ S. The
smallest convex set containing E ⊂ T is its convex hull, denoted hull(E).
We say E spans T if T = hull(E).
A subset S ⊂ T is convex ⇐⇒ S is connected ⇐⇒ S is a subtree of
T. Thus any continuous map f : T1 → T2 preserves convex sets.
Simplicial trees. An R-tree T is simplicial if there is a discrete set V
spanning T such that the components of T − V are arcs. In this case we
say V is a vertex set for T, and the components of T − V are edges. Every
x ∈ V has a neighborhood which is homeomorphic to a cone over a discrete
set. The number of edges incident to a given vertex is its degree, which may
be inﬁnite; thus a simplicial tree need not be locally compact.
A continuous map f : T1 → T2 is simplicial if there are vertex sets
Vi ⊂ Ti such that
f : (T1 − V1) → (T2 − V2)
is a locally isometric covering map. Equivalently, T1 and T2 can be given sim-
plicial structures such that f sends edges to edges, preserving their lengths.
Finite trees. A ﬁnite tree is a compact simplicial tree. The convex hull of
any ﬁnite set E ⊂ T is a ﬁnite tree, so any R-tree is a direct limit of ﬁnite
trees.
A tripod is a ﬁnite tree with exactly three endpoints.
Ribbon trees. A ﬁnite ribbon tree is a ﬁnite tree with a speciﬁed cyclic
ordering of the edges around each branch point. Equivalently, T is equipped
with a planar embedding up to isotopy. The ribbon structure determines a
natural cyclic ordering on the endpoints of T.
Every subtree of a ﬁnite ribbon tree has an induced ribbon structure. A
ribbon R-tree is an R-tree T with compatible ribbon structures on all of its
ﬁnite subtrees.
12Figure 2. A degree 3 branched covering map between ribbon trees.
Branched coverings. Let f : T1 → T2 be a simplicial map between ﬁnite
ribbon trees relative to vertex sets Vi ⊂ Ti. The ribbon structure determines
a cyclic ordering for the edges around each vertex x ∈ Vi (note that only
one ordering is possible when x is not a branch point.)
We say f is a branched covering if for each x ∈ V1, f induces a covering
map of positive degree from the cyclically ordered set of edges incident to x
to those incident to f(x). See Figure 2.
Equivalently, f : T1 → T2 is a branched covering if there are planar
embeddings of T1 and T2, compatible with their ribbon structures, such
that f extends to a branched covering of R2 to itself. (The extension can
even be taken to be a complex polynomial on R2 ∼ = C by [Thom].)
More generally, we say a map f : T1 → T2 between ribbon R-trees is
a branched covering if for any ﬁnite tree S ⊂ T2, the preimage f−1(S) =
S1 ∪     ∪ Sn is a ﬁnite union of ﬁnite trees, and f : Si → S is a branched
covering for each component of the preimage.
Critical points. Let f : T1 → T2 be a branched covering between ribbon
R-trees. The critical points C(f) ⊂ T1 are the points where f fails to be a
local homeomorphism; their images are the critical values of f. The degree
of f, denoted deg(f), is the maximum cardinality of its ﬁbers. A critical
point x ∈ C(f) has multiplicity e if f is locally (e + 1)-to-1 at x.
Basic properties. Any branched covering f : T1 → T2 has the following
properties.
1. The map f is open, its degree is ﬁnite, and f has deg(f) − 1 critical
points counted with multiplicity.
2. If deg(f) = 1, then f is a global isometry preserving the ribbon struc-
ture.
3. Let E2 ⊂ T2 be the ﬁnite set of critical values of f, and let E1 =
f−1(E2); then
f : (T1 − E1) → (T2 − E2) (3.1)
13is a locally isometric covering map.
4. We have d(f(x),f(y)) ≤ d(x,y) for all x,y ∈ T.
5. If [x,y] contains no critical points, then [x,y] maps isometrically to
[f(x),f(y)]; in particular, d(x,y) = d(f(x),f(y)).
6. More generally, any subtree S disjoint from C(f) maps isometrically
to its image f(S).
7. If S ⊂ T is a ﬁnite tree, then so is f(S). Every endpoint of f(S) is
either a critical value of f or the image of an endpoint of S.
These facts are readily veriﬁed when T1 and T2 are ﬁnite; they follow for
general trees by passing to the limit.
For later use (in Proposition 4.23) we also record:
Proposition 3.1 Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a ribbon automorphism ﬁxing
p. Then all periodic points q ∈ T − {p} have the same period.
Proof. Suppose q,q′ ∈ T − {p} have periods n and n′ respectively. Re-
stricting our attention to the span of p and the forward orbits of q and q′,
we can assume T is a ﬁnite tree, and fn : T → T ﬁxes the arc [p,q]. Now
whenever fn ﬁxes an edge e of T with vertex v, it also ﬁxes the other edges
adjacent to e, since their cyclic order is preserved. Consequently fn ﬁxes
the entire tree, including q′; therefore n′|n. Reversing the roles of q and q′,
we ﬁnd n|n′ and hence n = n′, so all periodic points in T − {p} have the
same order.
Note that a ribbon automorphism of an inﬁnite tree can have a mix of
periodic and non-periodic points; see Figure 3 and Proposition 4.5.
The ends of a tree. A ray α in an R-tree T is a subtree isometric to
[0,∞) ⊂ R. Two rays are equivalent if α1 ∩α2 is again a ray. The collection
ǫ(T) of all such equivalence classes forms the set of ends of T. We let α
denote both a ray and the end it represents.
The ends of a ribbon tree have a natural cyclic ordering, inherited from
the ordering on the endpoints of ﬁnite subtrees. We say a sequence xi ∈ T
converges to the end represented by a ray α ⊂ T if d(x1,xi) → ∞, and
xi ∈ α for all i ≫ 0.
Now let f : T1 → T2 be a degree d branched covering between ribbon
R-trees. Note that any end in ǫ(T1) is represented by a ray α disjoint from
C(f), whose image
f∗α = f(α) ∈ ǫ(T2)
14represents a well-deﬁned end of T2. The covering property expressed in
equation (3.1) readily implies:
Proposition 3.2 A branched covering f : T1 → T2 determines a covering
map
f∗ : ǫ(T1) → ǫ(T2),
with the same degree as f.
4 Dynamics on trees
Let (T,p) be a ribbon R-tree with a distinguished point p ∈ T. In this section
we prove a structure theorem for the dynamics of a branched covering
f : (T,p) → (T,p)
ﬁxing p, with deg(f) ≥ 2.
Deﬁnitions. We say f is minimal if there is no proper subtree of T con-
taining p and invariant under f−1. Points x,y ∈ T belong to the same grand
orbit if fi(x) = fj(y) for some i,j > 0. We let x ⊂ T denote the grand orbit
of x, and E the union of the grand orbits meeting E ⊂ T. A grand orbit x
is periodic if fi(x) = fj(x) for some i > j > 0.
Let T/ f  = {x : x ∈ T} be the space of grand orbits, with the distance
function
d(x,y) = inf{d(x,y) : x ∈ x,y ∈ y}, (4.1)
and let π : T → T/ f  be the natural projection map.
The structure theorem essentially states that a minimal branched cover-
ing has ﬁnite combinatorial complexity.
Theorem 4.1 Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal branched covering of a
ribbon R-tree, and let
V = B(T) ∪ C(T) ∪ p
be the union of the grand orbits of the branch points of T, the critical points
of f and the basepoint p. Then:
1. T is a simplicial tree with respect to the vertex set V ;
2. f : T → T is simplicial with respect to V ;
3. V consists of at most 3|C(f)| grand orbits, of which at most 2|C(f)|
are periodic;
154. T/ f  is a ﬁnite tree, and
5. π : T → T/ f  is an open, simplicial map with respect to the vertex
sets V and V/ f .
Corollary 4.2 The edges forming T −V fall into at most 3|C(f)|−1 grand
orbits, of which at most 2|C(f)| − 1 are periodic.
Corollary 4.3 T is a complete metric space.
Minimality. We begin the proof of Theorem 4.1 with a characterization of
minimality.
Proposition 4.4 A branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p) with deg(f) ≥ 2
is minimal if and only if
T =
 
c∈C(f)
[c,p].
Proof. Let S =
 
C(f)[c,p]. Since deg(f) ≥ 2, S is nonempty. Note that
S+ =
 
i≥0 fi(S) is connected and contains all the critical values of f. Thus
S =
 
j f−j(S+) is also connected (as can be veriﬁed by induction on j).
Since S is a totally invariant subtree, if f is minimal, then S = T.
Conversely, suppose S = T and R is a totally invariant subtree containing
p. We may assume R contains a nontrivial arc (otherwise C(f) = {p}
and hence S = R = T). Thus R contains a point with d preimages, and
hence deg(f|R) = d, which implies C(f) ⊂ R. But R is convex, so we
have
 
C(f)[c,p] ⊂ R, and hence T = S ⊂ R by total invariance of R.
Consequently f is minimal.
Ribbon property. It is useful to introduce the radius function r(x) =
d(x,p). The next result is the main step in the proof that uses the ribbon
structure on T.
Proposition 4.5 Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) is a branched covering, and sup-
pose r(fi(x)) = r(x) for all i ≥ 0. Then there is a unique y ∈ [x,p] such
that the arc [y,p] is preperiodic, while the arcs fi([x,y)),i = 0,1,2,3,... are
disjoint.
Proof. Let xi = fi(x), i ≥ 0. Since d(xi,p) = d(x,p) for all i, the map f
sends [xi,p] isometrically to [xi+1,p] for each i. In particular, we have
r(z) = r(f(z)) = r(f2(z)) =     (4.2)
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Figure 3. The fan formed by an edge with an inﬁnite forward orbit.
for all z ∈ [x,p]. Thus distinct points in [x,p] belong to distinct grand orbits;
in particular, [x,p] ∩ C(f) is ﬁnite.
Let Y be the union of p and the preperiodic points in [x,p]∩C(f). Since
Y is ﬁnite, there is point y0 ∈ Y closest to x. If there are no preperiodic
points in [x,y0), then we can simply take y = y0 to complete the proof.
Otherwise there is a preperiodic point y1 ∈ [x,y0). Replacing x with a
suitable forward iterate, we can assume y1 is actually periodic; say fn(y1) =
y1. Since T is a tree, we have
[x,p] ∩ [xn,p] = [y,p]
for some y which is also ﬁxed by fn. Since y1 ∈ [y,p], y is not a critical
point of f and y  = p.
If y = x the proof is again complete. Otherwise, the points (x,xn,p)
span a tripod S ⊂ T with y in its interior (see Figure 3). Since y  ∈ C(f), fn
preserves the cyclic ordering of the edges of T adjacent to y, and it ﬁxes the
edge [y,p]. But [x,y] and [xn,y] meet only at y, so the edges [x,y], [xn,y],
[x2n,y], [x3n,y],... must form an inﬁnite fan based at y. This shows every
point in [x,y) has an inﬁnite forward orbit, completing the proof in this case
as well.
Corollary 4.6 Any recurrent point for f is periodic.
Proof. Let xi = fi(x) and suppose x is recurrent; that is, liminf d(x,xi) =
0. Then r(x) = r(xi) for all i. Let y be the preperiodic point in [x,p] closest
to x, as above. Then [x,xi] must pass through y for all i; hence y = x, which
implies x is periodic.
17Corollary 4.7 The periodic points of f form a closed subset of T.
Proof. Since f does not increase distances, any limit of periodic points is
recurrent, and hence periodic.
p
Figure 4. A bifurcating tree with ends Z2.
Example: The adding machine. The preceding results fail if we do not
require that f preserves a ribbon structure on T. For example, the Cantor
set of 2-adic integers Z2 = lim
←− Z/2n, together with a disjoint basepoint p,
can be realized as the endpoints of a bifurcating tree T (Figure 4) in such
a way that the map f(x) = x + 1 on Z2 extends to an automorphism of
(T,p). Then every x ∈ Z2 ⊂ T is recurrent under f, but none is periodic.
Moreover every x ∈ T −Z2 is periodic, so the periodic points of f are not a
closed subset of T.
Metric on the quotient. Next we prove that (4.1) deﬁnes a metric on
T/ f . We begin with:
Proposition 4.8 The forward orbit of any point x ∈ T is discrete.
Proof. Any accumulation point y of  xi  =  fi(x)  is recurrent, and hence
periodic. Let Y be the ﬁnite forward orbit of y, and let 2r be the minimum
distance between any pair of distinct points in Y ∪ C(f). Then as soon as
d(xi,Y ) < r, there are no critical points between xi and its nearest point in
Y , and hence d(xi+1,Y ) = d(xi,Y ). In other words, d(xi,Y ) is eventually
constant. Since xi accumulates on Y , this means xi = y for i large enough,
and hence the forward orbit of x is ﬁnite.
18Proposition 4.9 The precritical points C−(f) =
 ∞
0 f−i(C(f)) form a dis-
crete subset of T.
Proof. Suppose y is a limit point of C−(f). For each i, let xi be one of the
points in the ﬁnite set
 i
j=0 f−j(C(f)) that is closest to y, but not equal to
y. Then fni(xi) ∈ C(f) for some ni ≤ i, and xi → y. Pass to a subsequence
such that fni(xi) = c ∈ C(f) is constant, and let yi = fni(xi). Then yi → c
but
d(c,yi) = d(xi,y)  = 0,
since fni has no critical points in [xi,y]. This contradicts the discreteness
of the forward orbit of y.
Proposition 4.10 Let S ⊂ T be a ﬁnite subtree, and let Si = fi(S). Then
f : Si → Si+1 is an isometry for all i suﬃciently large.
Proof. By the basic properties of branched coverings (§3), each Si is a
ﬁnite tree and f : Si → Si+1 is simplicial. Let Ei = Si ∩ C(f)− denote the
set of points in Si that land on critical points of f under forward iteration.
Since C(f)− is discrete and Si is compact, Ei is ﬁnite. Note that the full
preimage of Ei+1 inside Si lies inside Ei; in particular, |Ei+1| ≤ |Ei|.
Let ei denote the sum over x ∈ Ei of the number of edges of Si incident
to x. The edges counted by ei+1 are all images of edges contributing to ei,
so ei+1 ≤ ei.
Choose n so |Ei| and ei are constant for all i ≥ n. We claim f : Si → Si+1
is an isometry for all i ≥ n. To see this, consider any point x ∈ Ei with
i ≥ n. Since |Ei| = |Ei+1|, no point in Si other than x maps to f(x). Since
ei = ei+1, the edges adjacent to x in Si map to distinct edges adjacent to
f(x). Thus f is a local homeomorphism near x. Since the critical points of
f|Si are contained in Ei, f|Si is also a local homeomorphism at the other
points of Si. Since Si+1 = f(Si) is a tree, this implies f|Si is a global
homeomorphism, and hence an isometry by the deﬁnition of a branched
covering.
Corollary 4.11 For any x ∈ T, the sequence r(fi(x)) is eventually con-
stant.
Proof. Apply the preceding result with S = [x,p].
19By Proposition 4.5 this implies:
Corollary 4.12 The forward orbit X = {x,f(x),f2(x),...} of any x ∈ T
is uniformly discrete.
(This means there is an r > 0 such that d(x1,x2) > r for all pairs x1  = x2
in X.)
Proposition 4.13 For any x,y ∈ T, we have d(x,y) = 0 iﬀ x = y.
Proof. Choose r > 0 such that distinct points in the forward orbit X of x
are separated by at least distance r. Since f has only ﬁnitely many critical
points, there is also an s > 0 such that B(x,s) ∩ C(f) ⊂ {x} for all x ∈ X.
Let yi = fi(y); then d(x,y) = limi→∞ d(X,yi). Suppose this limit is
zero. Since the points of X are well-separated, once i is large enough there
is a unique point xi ∈ X with d(xi,yi) < r/2. But since f is distance-
nonincreasing, we must have xi+1 = f(xi). Thus d(xi,yi) → 0.
Choose n such that d(xi,yi) < s for all i ≥ n. Then [xi,yi] has no critical
points in its interior. Consequently d(xi,yi) = d(xi+1,yi+1) for all i ≥ n.
Thus d(xn,yn) = 0, and therefore x = y.
Corollary 4.14 The quotient T/ f  is a metric space.
Map to the quotient is a tree. We now analyze the geometry of π : T →
T/ f  to prove T/ f  is a ﬁnite tree. We begin with a statement about the
ﬁbers of π.
Proposition 4.15 For any x ∈ T, the grand orbit x is uniformly discrete.
Proof. Since T/ f  is a metric space and f has only ﬁnitely many critical
points, we have d(x,C(f) − x) = s > 0. Using Corollary 4.12, choose r > 0
so distinct points in the forward orbit X of x are separated by distance at
least r. Suppose y,z ∈ x and d(y,z) < min(r,s). Choose i > 0 such that
fi(y),fi(z) ∈ X. Since these points are closer than r, we have fi(y) = fi(z);
but since d(y,z) < s, fi has no critical points in the interior of [y,z], and
thus y = z.
20Proposition 4.16 Let S ⊂ T be a subtree containing p. If π|S is injective,
then π|S is an isometry.
Proof. Since π|S is injective, so is fi|S for all i ≥ 1, and hence fi|S is
an isometry. In particular, r(fi(x)) = r(x) for all x ∈ S, and d(x,z) =
r(x) − r(z) if z ∈ [x,p].
We wish to show that for every x,y ∈ S, we have d(x,y) = d(x,y);
equivalently, that for any j,k ≥ 0 we have
d(xj,yk) ≥ d(x,y). (4.3)
Interchanging x and y if necessary, we can assume j > k; and replacing S
with fk(S), we can assume k = 0.
Let [xi,p]∩[y0,p] = [zi,p] for i ≥ 0. Since π|S is injective, the arcs [x0,z0)
and [y0,z0) have distinct grand orbits and hence r(zi) ≤ r(z0). Since T is a
tree, we have zi ∈ [xi,y0]; therefore
d(xi,y0) = d(xi,zi) + d(zi,y0) = r(xi) + r(y0) − 2r(zi)
≥ r(xi) + r(y0) − 2r(z0) = r(x0) + r(y0) − 2r(z0) = d(x0,y0)
for all i ≥ 0. In particular we have d(xj,y0) = d(xj,yk) ≥ d(x,y), as desired.
Proposition 4.17 If fi|[a,p] is an isometry for all i, then π|[a,p] is an
isometry.
Proof. Given x,y ∈ [a,p], let xi and yi denote fi(x) and fi(y). Then
r(xi) = r(x) and r(yi) = r(y), and therefore
d(x,y) ≥ d(x,y) = inf
i,j>0
d(xi,yj) ≥ inf |r(xi)−r(yj)| = |r(x)−r(y)| = d(x,y).
Proposition 4.18 Suppose fi|[a,p] and fi|[b,p] are isometries for all i ≥ 0.
Then there exists an i,j ≥ 0 such π|[fi(a),p] ∪ [fj(b),p] is an isometry.
Proof. Let A ⊂ [a,p] and B ⊂ [b,p] be the collections of points which are
identiﬁed under projection to T/ f . Since π is continuous and T/ f  is a
metric space, the sets A and B are closed.
21Let a0 ∈ A be the point closest to a. Then fi(a0) = fj(b0) for some
b0 ∈ [b,p]. Since fi|[a,p] and fj|[b,p] are isometries, this implies
fi([a0,p]) = fj([b0,p]) = fi(A) = fj(B).
Thus π|[fi(a),p] ∪ [fj(b),p] is injective, and hence an isometry.
The next result is the only step in the proof of the structure theorem
that uses minimality.
Proposition 4.19 Suppose f is minimal. Then there exists a ﬁnite subtree
S ⊂ T such that π maps S isometrically onto T/ f .
Proof. We may assume deg(f) ≥ 2. Let S denote the family of ﬁnite
subtrees S ⊂ T, with ordered endpoints p,e1,...,en, such that:
1. π(S) = T/ f , and
2. fi|Ej is an isometry for all i ≥ 0 and j = 1,...,n,
where Ej = [ej,p].
The set S is nonempty; indeed, by Propositions 4.4 and 4.10, we have
fi(
 
C(f)[c,p]) ∈ S for all i ≫ 0.
Let S0 ⊂ S be the subfamily where number of endpoints n of S is
minimized. Choose S ∈ S0 and m ≥ 1 such that π|(E1 ∪ E2 ∪     ∪ Em) is
injective on the ﬁrst m edges of S, and the value of m is maximized over all
S ∈ S0. If m = n, then we are done.
Otherwise, there is a point a ∈ (E1 ∪     ∪ Em) − Em+1 and a b ∈ Em+1
such that π(a) = π(b). Choose a such that r(a) = r(b) ≤ r(em+1) is large as
possible (recall that the pairs of identiﬁed points form a closed set). Then
a ∈ Ei for some i ≤ m.
By Proposition 4.18, there exists a j,k > 0 such that π is injective on
fj(Ei) ∪ fk(Em+1). Let
S′ = fj(E1 ∪    Em) ∪ fk(Em+1 ∪    En),
with ordered endpoints
(e′
1,...,e′
n) = (fj(e1),...,fj(em),fk(em+1),...,fk(en)).
These endpoints are distinct since n was minimal. Thus S′ ∈ S0. But now
π|(E′
1 ∪     ∪ E′
m+1) is injective, contradicting the maximality of m.
22Corollary 4.20 The quotient T/ f  is a ﬁnite tree.
Fan points. To complete the proof of the structure theorem, we must show
that the proposed vertex set
V = B(T) ∪ C(T) ∪ p
is discrete. It is useful to ﬁrst study the totally invariant set Tper ⊂ T
consisting of preperiodic points for f.
Proposition 4.21 The preperiodic points Tper form a closed subset of T,
which projects to a ﬁnite subtree Tper/ f  ⊂ T/ f .
Proof. Let S ⊃ p be the ﬁnite subtree projecting isometrically onto T/ f 
provided by Proposition 4.19. By Proposition 4.5, P = Tper ∩ S is a closed,
ﬁnite subtree of S, so the same is true of π(P); and Tper = π−1(π(P)).
We say y ∈ T is a fan point if y is preperiodic, but it is a limit of points
which are not, as in Figure 3. The set F(T) of all fan points clearly satisﬁes
F(T) = F(T) ⊂ B(T) ⊂ V.
Corollary 4.22 The set of fan points F(T) is discrete, and π(F(T)) is a
ﬁnite set including no endpoints of T/ f  except possibly π(p).
Proof. By the preceding result, π(F(T)) forms the boundary of the ﬁnite
subtree S = Tper/ f  ⊂ T/ f , which includes p. If ∂S contains an endpoint
x, then we must have S = {x} and hence x = π(p).
Proposition 4.23 The map π : T → T/ f  is a local homeomorphism
outside the set F(f) ∪ C(f) ∪ p.
Proof. Suppose x is preperiodic. Since fi is a local homeomorphism at
x, its images are also branch points, so we can assume x is periodic, say
with period n. Since x  ∈ F(f) ∪ C(f) ∪ p, we can choose r > 0 such that
B0 = B(x,r) consists only of preperiodic points, the balls Bi = fi(B0) for
i = 0,1,...,n − 1 are disjoint, fi|B0 is an isometry for all i, and p  ∈ B0.
In particular, fn : (B0,x) → (B0,x) is a (bijective) ribbon automor-
phism. Since every y ∈ B0 is preperiodic under f, it is actually periodic
23under fn. By Proposition 3.1, every y ∈ B0−{x} has the same period. But
fn ﬁxes the arc [x,p] ∩ B0, so fn|B0 is the identity.
This shows that distinct points in B0 lie in distinct grand orbits, and
hence π|B0 is injective, and therefore an isometry. By periodicity, any grand
orbit y with d(y,x) < r must meet B0, so π(B0) = B(π(x),r). In particular
π(B0) is open, and hence π|B0 is a local homeomorphism.
Now suppose x has an inﬁnite forward orbit. Since x is uniformly discrete
and d(x,C(f)) > 0, we can choose an open ball B0 = B(x,r) such that
fi|B0 is an isometry for all i ≥ 0, and the balls Bi = fi(B0) are disjoint.
This again implies that π(B0) = B(π(x),r), and π|B0 is an isometric local
homeomorphism.
Corollary 4.24 The set of branch points B(T) is discrete, and π(B(T)) is
ﬁnite.
Proof. This is immediate for branch points in the discrete set F(f)∪C(f)∪
p, and by the preceding result any other x ∈ B(T) must map to one of the
ﬁnitely many branch points of T/ f .
Corollary 4.25 The set V ⊂ T is discrete, and π(V ) is ﬁnite.
Proposition 4.26 The endpoints of T are contained in C(f) ∪ p.
Proof. Let S0 =
 
c∈C(f)[c,p], let Si = fi(S0) and let Ei denote the
endpoints of Si. We have E0 = {c,p} and Ei+1 ⊂ f(Ei ∪ C(f)), so Ei ⊂
C(f) ∪ p for all i. Now let x be an endpoint of T. By minimality, there
are i,j > 0 such that fi(x) ∈ Sj. Since f is a branch covering, fi(x) is an
endpoint of T for all i. Thus fi(x) ∈ Ej is also an endpoint of Sj, and hence
x ∈ C(f) ∪ p.
Corollary 4.27 The endpoints of T/ f  are contained in π(C(f) ∪ {p}).
Proof. Suppose π(x) is an endpoint of T/ f  and x  ∈ C(f) ∪ p. Then
x  ∈ F(f) by Corollary 4.22; hence π is a local homeomorphism at x, so x is
an endpoint of T. But then x ∈ C(f) ∪ p, as we have just seen.
24Proof of Theorem 4.1. We have seen that T/ f  is a ﬁnite tree, and that
V = B(T) ∪ C(f) ∪ p is a discrete subset of T, containing all its endpoints
and branch points. By minimality, V spans T, and hence T is simplicial
with respect to V .
Since V contains C(f) and f−1(V ) = V , f : (T − V ) → (T − V ) is
an isometric covering map, and hence f is simplicial with respect to V .
Similarly π : T → T/ f  is simplicial with respect to V and V/ f , since π
is a local homeomorphism outside F(f) ∪ C(f) ∪ p ⊂ V . To see that π is
open at each vertex x ∈ V , consider any edge e adjacent to π(x). We just
need to show there is an edge e′ adjacent to x with π(e′) = e. But this is
clearly true with x replaced by fi(x) for some i > 0; and since f is open, it
is also true for x.
Let e,b and e′,b′ denote the number of endpoints and branch points of
T/ f  and Tper/ f  respectively. Clearly e′ ≤ e and b′ ≤ b ≤ e − 2, and
e ≤ |C(f)| + 1 by Corollary 4.27. Recalling that F(f) − p projects to the
ends of S other than p, and that
B0(T) = B(T) − (F(f) ∪ C(f) ∪ p)
projects to branch points of T/ f  (by Proposition 4.23), we ﬁnd:
|π(V )| ≤ |π(C(f) ∪ {p})| + |π(F(f) − p)| + |π(B0(T))|
≤ e + (e′ − 1) + b ≤ 3e − 3 ≤ 3|C(f)|.
Finally note that T/ f  has at least e′ −1 ends outside of Tper/ f , each
of which is represented by an aperiodic critical orbit; this implies
|π(V ∩ Tper)| ≤ |π(V )| − (e′ − 1) ≤ e + b ≤ 2|C(f)|,
as claimed.
Orbits are eventually bounded. For later use in §11, we conclude by
observing the following consequences of the structure theorem.
Proposition 4.28 There is an R > 0 such that the forward orbit of every
point x ∈ T eventually lands in B(p,R).
Proof. Choose R large enough that B(p,R) contains at least one lift of
each of the ﬁnitely many edges of T/ f . Then B(p,R) meets every grand
orbit of f, and is invariant under forward iteration, so it contains the tail of
every forward orbit.
25Corollary 4.29 Any segment [a,b] ⊂ T of length more than 2R meets C(f).
Proof. Cover [a,b] by a ﬁnite number of edges of T, and choose n large
enough that each maps into B(p,R) under fn. Then we have fn([a,b]) ⊂
B(p,R) and hence d(fn(a),fn(b)) ≤ 2R < d(a,b). This implies [a,b] con-
tains a critical point of fn, and so it must meet C(f).
5 Suspensions and cores
In this section we show that the shape of a branched covering is determined
by its core, which records the dynamics on the post-critical set. This result
allows us to deﬁne the suspension of a dynamical system (F,S) on S1, which
will play a central role in the theory of algebraic limits.
Cores. Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal, degree d ≥ 2 branched covering
of a ribbon R-tree. The core of f is the simplicial branched covering
f1 : (S1,p) → (S0,p) ⊂ (S1,p)
where
S0 =
∞  
n=1
 
c∈C(f)
[fn(c),p]
is the convex hull of p and the post-critical set of f, S1 = f−1(S0), and
f1 = f|S1.
We will show that f is functorially determined by f1, and characterize
those mappings which can arise as cores.
Theorem 5.1 Let f1 : (S1,p) → (S0,p) ⊂ (S1,p) be a simplicial branched
covering of ribbon R-trees with respect to a ﬁxed vertex set. Suppose that
S0 is the convex hull of p and the forward orbits of the critical points of f1.
Then:
1. There is a minimal branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p) whose core
is isomorphic to f1; and
2. Any isomorphism between f1 and the core g1 of another minimal branched
covering g extends uniquely to an isomorphism between f and g.
26Proof. It is convenient to replace f1 : S1 → S0 ⊂ S1 by a ﬁnite covering
map
  f1 :   S1 →   S0 ⊂   S1
between ‘blowups’   Si → Si of the given simplicial trees, where each vertex
v is replaced with a small oriented circle Cv, and each edge incident to v is
attached to a distinct point of Cv, respecting the cyclic order. The blowup
can be chosen so the diagram
  S1
b f1 − − − − →   S0
 
 
 
 
S1
f1 − − − − → S0
commutes. Since each component of   S1 −   S0 is attached to   S0 by a single
edge, we also have a unique retraction
ρ1 :   S1 →   S0
which is locally constant outside   S0.
We now proceed inductively. Given ρi and   fi, let
  Si+1 = {(x,y) ∈   Si ×   Si : ρi(x) =   fi(y)},
and deﬁne ρi+1,   fi+1 :   Si+1 →   Si by ρi+1(x,y) = x and   fi+1(x,y) = y. These
new covering maps and retractions make the diagram
  Si+1
ρi+1 − − − − →   Si
b fi+1

   b fi

  
  Si
ρi − − − − →   Si−1
commute.
Letting i → ∞ and then blowing down, we obtain a sequence of simplicial
ribbon R-trees
(S0,p) ⊂ (S1,p) ⊂ (S2,p) ⊂    
together with compatible branched coverings fi : Si → Si−1. Let (T,p) =  
(Si,p) and f =
 
fi. It is then straightforward to verify that f : (T,p) →
(T,p) is a minimal branched covering whose core is f1.
Similarly, any isomorphism between f1 and the core g1 of another branched
covering g can be pulled back, using the dynamics, to give a unique embed-
ding of fi into g, and then by minimality to give an isomorphism between
f and g.
27Suspension. An eﬀective divisor S =
 k
1 misi on the circle is a formal
sum of distinct points si ∈ S1 with integral coeﬃcients mi ≥ 1. We let
suppS = {s1,...,sk} ⊂ S1.
Let (F,S) be a pair consisting of a covering map F : S1 → S1 of positive
degree, and a nontrivial eﬀective divisor S. Let A =
 ∞
0 Fn(suppS).
Proposition 5.2 There exists a minimal branched covering f : (T,p) →
(T,p) of degree d = deg(F) + deg(S), and an embedding ι : A → T, such
that
1. p is a critical point of multiplicity deg(F) − 1;
2. ι(si) is a critical point of multiplicity mi, i = 1,...,k;
3. d(ι(t),p) = 1 for all x ∈ A; and
4. ι(F(t)) = f(ι(t)) for all x ∈ A.
The pair (f,ι) is unique up to isomorphism.
We refer to the branched covering f as the suspension of (F,S).
Proof. We ﬁrst construct the core of f. We will regard S1 = R/Z as the
unit circle in C, via the coordinate z = exp(2πit). Let p = 0 and let S0 ⊂ C
denote the union of the segments [p,a], a ∈ A. With its induced path metric
and the given planar topology, S0 is a simplicial ribbon R-tree. The natural
inclusion A ⊂ S0 will play the role of ι.
Let S′
1 =
 
F(z)∈A[p,z] be the cone over F−1(A), again with its natural
ribbon structure. To construct S1, attach mi copies of S0 to S′
1 at each point
si ∈ suppS, gluing F(si) in S0 to si ∈ S1. Let f1 : (S1,p) → (S0,p) be the
map that sends each attached copy to the original S0 by the identity, and
sends [p,a] isometrically to [p,F(a)] for each a ∈ F−1(A).
By construction, f1 has critical points of multiplicity mi at each point
si, and a critical point of multiplicity deg(F)−1 at p. Since S0 is simply the
cone over the forward orbits of the points si, Theorem 5.1 implies f1 extends
to a minimal branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p) of degree deg(F)+deg(S).
Conversely, any other branched covering related to (F,S) as above contains
f1 as its core, so it is isomorphic to f.
Note that a topological conjugacy between (F1,S1) and (F2,S2) deter-
mines an isometric conjugacy between their suspensions.
286 Ends and markings
Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal branched covering with deg(f) ≥ 2. By
Proposition 3.2, there is an induced covering map
f∗ : ǫ(T) → ǫ(T)
on the cyclically ordered set of ends of T.
In this section we show that T almost always has inﬁnitely many ends,
and that there is a natural order-preserving marking
φ : ǫ(T) → S1
that transports the dynamics of f∗ on ǫ(T) to the dynamics of pd(t) =
d   tmod1 on S1. This marking is well-deﬁned up to post-composition with
an element of the automorphism group Z/(d − 1) of pd(t).
The cone over zd. To begin we discuss a simple, exceptional example.
Fix d ≥ 2, and let Z[1/d] ⊂ Q be the dense subring generated by 1/d. Let
Ed = Z[1/d]/Z denote its projection to S1, and let p = 0 ∈ Ed.
Let Td be the R-tree obtained as the unit cone over Ed based at a new
vertex c0. By deﬁnition, Td is a union of unit edges [c0,e], e ∈ Ed, meeting
only at c0. The cyclic ordering on Ed gives Td a ribbon structure, and the
covering map Fd : Ed → Ed given by Fd(x) = dxmod1 extends uniquely to
a branched covering Fd : (Td,p) → (Td,p). The map Fd has a unique critical
point, c0, which is also a ﬁxed point.
We say f : (T,p) → (T,p) is a cone over zd if it is isomorphic to Fd :
(Td,p) → (Td,p), up to rescaling the metric on Td by a constant. It is easy
to verify:
Proposition 6.1 A degree d, minimal branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p)
is a cone over zd if and only if it has a totally invariant critical point.
Dynamics on ends. Note that the tree Td for a cone over zd is bounded;
in particular, ǫ(Td) = ∅. These are the only such examples. More precisely,
we will show:
Theorem 6.2 Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal branched covering of
degree d ≥ 2. Then either:
1. ǫ(T) is empty, and f is a cone over zd; or
2. f∗|ǫ(T) has a ﬁxed-point, or
293. f∗|ǫ(T) has a point of period two, but no ﬁxed point, and every critical
point of f is ﬁxed.
An example where (3) arises will be given in §8.
Constructions of rays. To begin the proof of Theorem 6.2, recall that f
is simplicial with respect to the vertex set V = C(f) ∪ B(f) ∪ p. Suppose
x ∈ V , f(x)  = x and
[x,f(x)] = [x,v1] ∪ [v1,v2] ∪     ∪ [vn,f(x)] (6.1)
expresses [x,f(x)] as a union of consecutive edges with respect to the vertex
set V .
Lemma 6.3 If f(v1)  = vn, then f∗|ǫ(T) has a ﬁxed point.
Proof. Since f is open, there is a simplicial edge [w,x] with f(w) = vn.
By hypothesis, w  = v1. Let α0 = [x,f(x)]. Since f is open, there is an arc
α1 mapping bijectively to α0. We can construct the lift α1 by ﬁrst lifting
[vn,f(x)] to [w,x], and then inductively lifting the remaining edges of α0.
The result need not be unique, but by construction it satisﬁes α0∩α1 = {x}.
Repeating the construction, we obtain a chain of ﬁnite arcs α0,α1,α2 ...
meeting only at adjacent endpoints, such that f(αi) = αi−1. Then the ray
α =
 ∞
1 αi based at f(x) satisﬁes f(α) = α0 ∪ α, and thus α represents an
end of T ﬁxed by f∗.
Corollary 6.4 Either f∗|ǫ(T) has a ﬁxed point, or every critical point of f
is ﬁxed.
Proof. Suppose x ∈ C(f) and x  = f(x). We must show f∗ has a ﬁxed
point. Express [x,f(x)] as in (6.1). By the lemma above, we may assume
f(v1) = vn. Since x is a critical point, there is a simplicial edge [x,w]  =
[x,v1] with the same image as [x,v1] under f. Then we have
[w,f(w)] = [w,x] ∪ [x,v1] ∪    [vn−1,vn];
and since f(x)  = vn−1, the lemma again yields a ﬁxed point for f∗.
30Lemma 6.5 If f has two ﬁxed critical points, then f∗|ǫ(T) has a point of
period two.
Proof. Let c0,d0 be pair of distinct critical points that are ﬁxed by f.
Then the arc [c0,d0] is also ﬁxed. Since f branches at c0 and d0, there are
additional arcs [d1,c0] and [d0,c1] that each map isometrically to [c0,d0] and
meet it only at their endpoints. Taking further preimages, we obtain a chain
of adjacent arcs
...[c2,d1] ∪ [d1,c0] ∪ [c0,d0] ∪ [d0,c1] ∪ [c1,d2]...
such that f(ci) = ci−1 and f(di) = di−1. The ends of this chain determine
a pair of points in ǫ(T) that are exchanged by f∗.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. If every critical point of f is ﬁxed, then either
|C(f)| = 1 — in which case ǫ(T) is empty and f is isomorphic to Fd; or
|C(f)| > 1 — in which case f∗|ǫ(T) has a point of period two, by the
preceding lemma. Otherwise, f∗ has a ﬁxed point by Corollary 6.4.
7 Length functions
Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal branched covering of degree d ≥ 2. In
this section we introduce the length function
Lf : ǫ(T) → R
to measure the rate at which f moves points of T towards p; it is deﬁned by
Lf(α) = lim
x→αd(x,p) − d(f(x),p).
Let
M(f) = max{d(x,p) : f(x) = p}.
We will show:
Theorem 7.1 For any minimal branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p):
1. The map Lf : ǫ(T) → R is a piecewise constant function, with at most
(e − 1) laps, where e = |f−1(p)| ≤ d;
2. The values of Lf are contained in the group ⊕n
1Zℓi generated by the
lengths of the edges of T/ f ; and
313. We have 0 ≤ Lf(α) ≤ M(f) for all ends α.
The bound on the lap number in (1) means that Lf(α) rises and falls at
most e − 1 times as α moves once around ǫ(T).
We will also discuss the upper and lower envelopes Lf,Lf : S1 →
[0,M(f)].
Reversed edges. Let r(x) = d(x,p) as in §4, and deﬁne
τ(x) = r(x) − r(f(x)) ≥ 0.
Recall that f : (T,p) → (T,p) is a simplicial map with respect to the vertex
set V = C(f) ∪ B(T) ∪ p. Every edge e = [v1,v2] ⊂ T has a preferred
orientation, namely the one where r(v1) < r(v2). That is, we think of the
edges of T as being directed away from p.
We say e is a reversed edge if f|e is orientation-reversing; that is, if
r(f(v1)) > r(f(v2)). We let
R(f) =
 
{e ⊂ T : e is a reversed edge}.
Evidently we have
τ(v2) =
 
τ(v1) + 2d(v1,v2) if e = [v1,v2] is reversed, and
τ(v1) otherwise;
and thus
τ(x) = 2length([x,p] ∩ R(f)).
Proposition 7.2 Any reversed edge of T is contained in an arc of the form
[v,p] where f(v) = p. Conversely, any vertex v  = p with f(v) = p is an
endpoint of a reversed edge.
Proof. Let e = [v1,v2] be a reversed edge. If f(v2)  = p, then since f is open
there is an adjacent reversed edge [v2,v3] with r(v1) < r(v2) < r(v3) and
r(f(v1)) > r(f(v2)) > r(f(v3)). Applying the same reasoning to [v2,v3], we
eventually reach a vertex vn with [v1,v2] ⊂ [p,vn] and f(vn) = p.
For the converse, note that if v  = p and f(v) = p then the unique edge
[v,w] with r(w) < r(v) is reversed by f.
Corollary 7.3 The critical points of f are contained in the ﬁnite subtree  
f(x)=p[x,p].
Proof. Every critical point c  = p is incident to a reversed edge.
32Corollary 7.4 The reversed edges, together with p, span a ﬁnite subtree
whose endpoints lie in f−1(p).
Corollary 7.5 We have max{τ(x) : x ∈ T} = max{d(v,p) : f(v) = p}.
Translation lengths of ends. We deﬁne the length function Lf : ǫ(T) →
[0,∞) on the ends of T by
Lf(α) = lim
x→ατ(x).
Equivalently, if α is a ray based at p then
Lf(α) = 2length(α ∩ R(f)), (7.1)
where R(f) is the union of the reversed edges of f.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. By Corollary 7.5, we have 0 ≤ Lf(α) ≤ M(f).
Let us scale the metric so M(f) = 1, and represent the ends of T by rays
based at p. Let S0 =
 
f(x)=p[x,p], and let π : ǫ(T) → S0 ∩ V be the
nearest-point projection, characterized by
[π(α),p] = α ∩ S0.
Then Lf(α) = τ(π(α)).
Because of the ribbon structure, we can partition ǫ(T) into a cyclically
ordered set of disjoint intervals (I1,...Im) such that π maps Ii to a single
vertex vi, and adjacent vertices in the cyclically ordered list (v1,...,vm) are
distinct. (Each vertex of degree k occurs k times in this list; in particular,
m is twice the number of edges in S0.)
Since m is ﬁnite, Lf is piecewise constant. The local maxima of the
cyclically ordered sequence (τ(v1),...,τ(vm)) occur at the e − 1 vertices
vi  = p with f(vi) = p, so Lf has at most e−1 laps. Finally the values of Lf
are ﬁnite sums of lengths of edges of T, so they lie in the group generated
by the edge lengths of T/ f .
Envelopes. Now assume f is not a cone over zd; equivalently, ǫ(T)  = ∅.
Then the image of φ : ǫ(T) → S1 is dense in the circle (since it is invariant
under p−1
d ).
It is convenient to transport the information recorded by Lf from ǫ(T)
to S1 using the marking φ. For this purpose, given t ∈ S1, we deﬁne the
upper and lower envelopes of Lf by:
Lf(t) = lim
h→0
sup{Lf(α) : φ(α) ∈ [t − h,t + h]}, and
Lf(t) = lim
h→0
inf{Lf(α) : φ(α) ∈ [t − h,t + h]}.
33Clearly Lf(t) and Lf(t) are upper and lower semicontinuous respectively,
and Lf(t) ≤ Lf(t). Theorem 7.1 implies:
Corollary 7.6 The upper and lower envelopes Lf,Lf : S1 → [0,1] are
piecewise constant functions with at most (d − 1) laps, and Lf(t) = Lf(t)
at any point where both are continuous.
8 Quadratic trees
In this section we turn to examples of degree two, and establish:
Theorem 8.1 A normalized minimal branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p)
of degree two is determined up to isomorphism by its rotation number ρ(f) ∈
S1 and, when ρ(f) is rational, its fan height δ(f) ∈ [−1,1].
Moreover, every possible pair of invariants arises for some f.
This result shows the moduli space of quadratic trees forms a topological
circle, obtained from S1 by inserting a copy of [−1,1] at each rational point.
We then give two results that describe the length functions on these
quadratic trees in terms of combinatorially deﬁned intervals K(t) and K±(a/b) ⊂
S1. As in §7, M(f) = max{d(x,p) : f(x) = p}.
Theorem 8.2 If ρ(f) = a/b is a nonzero rational, then
Lf(t)
M(f)
=

 
 
1 if t ∈ K(a/b),
|δ(f)| if t  ∈ K(a/b) but t ∈ Kǫ(a/b), and
0 otherwise.
(8.1)
Here ǫ = ± is chosen to agree with the sign of δ(f).
Theorem 8.3 If ρ(f) is irrational, then Lf(t)/M(f) = 1 for t ∈ K(ρ(f))
and Lf(t) = 0 otherwise.
Remarks. The lower envelope is almost the same as the upper envelope;
by Corollary 7.6, it is given by Lf(t) = liminfs→t Lf(t).
The simple form of Lf above results from the fact that a quadratic tree
can have at most 2 reversed edges. In contrast, we will see at the end of this
section that a cubic tree can have arbitrarily many reversed edges, and its
length function Lf can assume arbitrarily many distinct values.
Another formulation of these results, applicable in higher degree but
excluding the case δ(f)  = 0, will be presented in §13.
34Rotation number and fan height. We begin with some deﬁnitions. Let
f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal quadratic branched covering, and let c0 de-
note its unique critical point. Let cn = fi(c0), and let P(f) = {c1,c2,c3 ...}
denote the post-critical set. Observe that d(cn,p) = d(c0,p) > 0 for all
n > 0; thus the ribbon structure on the bouquet
 ∞
0 [cn,p] determines a
cyclic ordering on P(f). We say f is normalized if d(c0,p) = 1.
The rotation number ρ(f) is deﬁned, using equation (2.4), to be the
rotation number of f : P(f) → P(f). When ρ(f) = a/b is rational, we also
deﬁne the fan height of f by
δ(f) = ±
d(c1,cb+1)
d(c0,p)
 
Here the sign is chosen to be positive if c1 < cb+1 < c2b+1 in the cyclic
ordering on P(f), and otherwise negative.
Construction of examples. Next we describe the quadratic examples
with rotation number t ∈ S1 and δ(f) = 0. In the sense of Proposition
5.2, these examples are simply the suspensions of pairs (F,S) with F(x) =
x + tmod1 and deg(S) = 1.
To describe them directly, let c1 = exp(2πit) and let cn = cn
1. Let p = 0
and let
S0 =
∞  
1
[p,cn] ⊂ C
be the cone over the positive powers of c1. With its induced path metric
and planar embedding, (S0,p) is a ribbon R-tree and d(p,c1) = 1.
Let f0 : (S0,p) → (S0,p) be the unique simplicial map satisfying f0(cn) =
cn+1. Let f1 : S1 → S0 be a 2-fold covering of S0 branched over c1. Since c1
is an endpoint of S0, we can lift f0 to an embedding i : S0 → S1 satisfying
f1 ◦ i(x) = f0(x). In this way S0 becomes a subtree of S1, and f1 becomes
a branched covering
f1 : (S1,p) → (S0,p) ⊂ (S1,p).
By Theorem 5.1, f1 extends to a unique minimal quadratic branched cover-
ing f : (T,p) → (T,p), and by construction we have ρ(f) = t.
The quotient tree T/ f  is an interval, the projection of [c1,p] to T/ f 
is an isometry, and the vertex set V is simply C(f) ∪ p.
When t = a/b is rational, we have c1 = cb+1 and thus δ(f) = 0. In this
case T has degree b at all vertices in p and inﬁnite degree at all vertices in
C(f).
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Figure 5. Trees with rotation number 1/3: δ(f) = 0 and δ(f) > 0.
When t is irrational, T has inﬁnite degree at all vertices in p, degree two
at c0 and its preimages, and degree one at cn for n > 0.
Examples with fans. The tree S0 for a/b = 1/3 is shown at the left
in Figure 5. To make examples with the same rotation number but with
δ(f) = s  = 0, we start with edges [c1,p],...,[cb,p] in the same order as
before, but add new points ci, i > b with
[c1,p] ∩ [cb+1,p] = [x,p]
and d(c1,x) = s. (When s = 1, x = p.) We further arrange that [c1,x],
[cb+1,x], ,[c2b+1,x]... are consecutive edges forming a positive fan around
x (as shown) when s > 0, and a negative fan when s < 0. Finally we place
copies of this fan on the edges [c2,p],...,[cb,p].
The resulting tree (show at the right in Figure 5) admits a unique simpli-
cial map f0 : (S0,p) → (S0,p) sending ci to ci+1. As before, there is a unique
extension of f0 to a minimal quadratic branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p)
with a critical value at c1. By construction we have ρ(f) = a/b and δ(f) = s.
The vertex set for T is V = C(f) ∪ x ∪ p. Note that x is a fan point of
period b (if x  = p). The tree T has degree b at its vertices in p, and inﬁnite
degree at the rest. The quotient T/ f  is a unit interval with endpoints
π(c0), π(p), and a distinguished internal point π(x).
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a normalized minimal
quadratic branched cover, let S0 ⊂ T be the convex hull of P(f) ∪ {p}, let
S1 = f−1(S0) and let fi = f|Si.
If ρ(f) is irrational, then the edges [ci,p] can only meet at p. The same
is true if ρ(f) = a/b is rational and c1 = cb+1. In either case, f0 : S0 → S0
is isomorphic to the cone over an orbit of the rotation x  → x + ρ(f) on S1.
36Now suppose ρ(f) = a/b is rational but cb+1  = c1. Then ρ(fb|P(f) = 0).
It follows that the points c1 and cb+1 are consecutive in the cyclic ordering
on P(f). Then [c1,p] ∩ [cb+1,p] = [x,p] for some x, and fb(x) = x. Since
f|P(f) preserves the cyclic ordering, the points c1,cb+1,c2b+1,... form a fan
about x as in Figure 5, and the structure of f0 : S0 → S0 is again uniquely
determined.
Since there is a unique 2-fold cover of S0 branched over c1, the map f0
determines the core f1 : (S1,p) → (S0,p), which in turn determines f by
Theorem 5.1. Thus shows f is determined by ρ(f) and δ(f), and we have
seen explicitly that all possible pairs of invariants arise.
Combinatorics of the doubling map. Next we deﬁne the intervals on
S1 that will be used to describe the length function Lf.
Let p2 : S1 → S1 be the doubling map t  → 2tmod1. Given a ratio-
nal number a/bmod1, there is a unique periodic cycle C(a/b) such that
p2|C(a/b) has rotation number a/b (see e.g. [Gol], [Mc4]). The b points of
C(a/b) partition the circle into closed intervals I0(a/b),...Ib−1(a/b) with
|Ii(a/b)| =
2i
2b − 1
such that p2(Ii−1(a/b)) = Ii(a/b) for 0 < i < b.
On the other hand p2 maps Ib−1(a/b) onto the whole circle, with the
points in I0(a/b) covered twice. More precisely, we can write Ib−1(a/b) as a
union of three consecutive intervals with disjoint interiors,
Ib−1(a/b) = K−(a/b) ∪ K(a/b) ∪ K+(a/b),
such that
p2 : K(a/b) → I1(a/b) ∪     ∪ Ib−1(a/b)
is a bijection, while the map
p2 : K−(a/b) ∪ K+(a/b) → I0(a/b)
is a bijection on each of the two subintervals K±(a/b).
Example. When a/b = 2/5 we have C(a/b) = (5,10,20,9,18)/31, and
the endpoints of the consecutive intervals K−(a/b),K(a/b) and K+(a/b)
are t = (40,41,9,10)/62. These values of t are the angles (mod 1) of the
external rays for P(z) = z2 + c(2/5) which land at α and −α, adjacent to
the immediate basin of z = 0 (see Figure 1 in the Introduction).
37A simple algorithms for computing the endpoints of K(a/b) is given in
[Mc4, §2].
Irrational rotation numbers. It is straightforward to check that as a/b
approaches an irrational value t ∈ S1, K(a/b) converges to a well-deﬁned
interval K(t) = [θ−(t),θ+(t)] of length 1/2. In fact 2θ−(t) = 2θ+(t)mod1
is simply the external angle of the point c(t) in the main cardioid of the
Mandelbrot set where the α ﬁxed point of Pt(z) = z2 + c(t) has multiplier
exp(2πit).
Proof of Theorems 8.2 and 8.3. First assume ρ(f) = a/b is rational.
Let c0 ∈ T denote the unique critical point of f, let ci = fi(c0) and let
f−1(p) = {p,p′}. Let c−i denote the preimages of c0 with d(c−i,p) = d(c0,p).
Given x  = p in T, let J(x) ⊂ ǫ(T) (the shadow of x) denote the interval
of ends represented by rays based at p that pass through x.
First assume δ(f) = 0. Then cb = c0, and the edges [p,c1],...,[p,cb]
cover a neighborhood of p. The intervals J(c1),...,J(cb) form a partition
of ǫ(T) with the same cyclic ordering as (c1,...,cb), and satisfy f∗(J(ci)) =
J(ci+1). Using the fact that the marking is a semiconjugacy, it follows easily
that φ(J(ci)) = Ii−1(a/b) for i = 1,2,...,b.
The tree T has a unique reversed edge, namely [p′,c0]. Thus Lf(α) = 1
if α ∈ J(p′), and Lf(α) = 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that J(p′) ⊂ J(c0)
satisﬁes f∗(J(p′)) = J(c2) ∪     ∪ J(cb); thus φ(J(p′)) = K(a/b), and the
Theorem follows.
Now suppose δ(f)  = 0; for concreteness, assume δ(f) > 0. Let x0 denote
the midpoint of the arc [c0,cb]. Then xi = fi(x0) is a fan point of T for all
i ≥ 0, and xb = x0 (see Figure 3 for the case a/b = 1/3).
Let f−1(x0) = {x0,x′
0}. Then [p,p′] is a union of the consecutive subin-
tervals [p,x0],[x0,c0],[c0,x′
0],[x′
0,p′], symmetric about c0, with
d(x0,c0)/d(p,c0) = δ(f).
The tree T now has two reversed edges, namely [c0,x′
0] and [x′
0,p′]. Thus
Lf(α) = 1 for α ∈ J(p′), Lf(α) = δ(f) for α ∈ J(x′
0)−J(p′), and Lf(α) = 0
otherwise.
To complete the proof, write J(x0) as a union of consecutive, disjoint
intervals
J(x0) = I− ∪ J(p′) ∪ I+.
Then J(x′
0) = J(p′) ∪ I+ by our assumption that δ(f) > 0. It is easy
to see that f∗(I−) = f∗(I+) = J(x1), and therefore φ(J(p′)) = K(a/b) and
φ(I±) = K±(a/b). Consequently Lf(t) has the form given by equation (8.1),
completing the proof of Theorem 8.2.
38When ρ(f) = t is irrational, the rays α in T passing through c0 corre-
spond to external angles in K(t), and Theorem 8.3 follows.
Rotation number 0. We have excluded the case where a/b = 0 and
δ(f) = 0, since this gives the cone over z2. When a/b = 0 and δ(f)  = 0, one
can check that
Lf(t)
M(f)
=
 
|δ(f)| if t ∈ Kǫ(0), and
0 otherwise,
where K−(0) = [0,1/2] and K+(0) = [1/2,0]. (In these cases p′ is an
endpoint of T, so it does not deﬁne an end with Lf(α) = 1.) These examples
show one can have supLf(α) < M(f).
Example: Cubic trees with many reversed edges. As we have just
seen, a quadratic tree has at most two reversed edges. We conclude by
showing that a cubic tree can have arbitrarily many.
Proposition 8.4 For any k > 0 there exists a minimal cubic branched
covering f : (T,p) → (T,p) such that T has more than k reversed edges, and
Lf assumes more than k distinct values.
Proof. Start with a normalized quadratic branched covering f0 : (T0,p) →
(T0,p) with a critical point c0 of period b > 1. Choose a point x in the inverse
orbit of c0 with d(x,p) = d(f0(x),p) = k ≫ 0. Let T1 ⊂ T0 be the convex
hull of p and the forward orbit of x. We can then change x into a simple
critical point, and construct a cubic branched cover f : (T,p) → (T,p) which
contains a copy of f0|T1. By considering the preimage of the arc [f(x),p],
one ﬁnds that T contains k reversed edges joining x to a preimage p′ of
p satisfying d(p,p′) = 2k, and Lf assumes at least k + 1 diﬀerent values,
namely 0,1/k,2/k,... ,1.
9 Julia sets and laminations
In this section we establish:
Theorem 9.1 The full Hubbard tree for the hyperbolic center c(a/b) in
the a/b-limb of the Mandelbrot set gives a quadratic branched covering f :
(T,p) → (T,p) with ρ(f) = a/b and δ(f) = 0.
39We also discuss laminations, and use Hubbard trees to give examples of
phenomena that can arise with the ends of trees.
Hubbard trees. For any rational a/b  = 0 in S1 there is a unique complex
number c(a/b) in the a/b limb of the Mandelbrot set such that P(z) =
z2 + c(a/b) satisﬁes Pb(0) = 0 (see e.g. [Mil2], [GM, App. C].) Let
K(P) = {z ∈ C : sup|Pn(z)| < ∞}
denote the ﬁlled Julia set of P, and let Ω(P) denote its interior. There is
a unique ﬁxed point α of P separating K(P) into b components, which are
locally permuted with rotation number a/b.
Let V ⊂ C denote the union of the grand orbits of z = α and z = 0
under P. Let T be the simplicial tree with vertex set V , and with an edge
of length one connecting x ∈ α to y ∈ 0 whenever x lies in the boundary
of the component Ω(P,y) of Ω(P) containing y. Each edge of T can be
realized uniquely by a hyperbolic geodesic in Ω(P,y). The resulting planar
embedding gives T a ribbon structure.
Deﬁne f : V → V by f(x) = P(x). Since P sends Ω(P,y) to Ω(P,P(y)),
f extends uniquely to a simplicial map f : T → T; and since P is a quadratic
branched covering, so is f. The map f has a unique ﬁxed point p = α and
a unique critical point c0 = 0 ∈ V .
We refer to T as the full Hubbard tree of P. (The traditional Hubbard
tree is the convex hull of the postcritical set of f inside T; cf. [DH, Expos´ e
IV], [Po]).
Proof of Theorem 9.1. By the deﬁnition of the a/b limb, the b components
of Ω(P) meeting at α are cyclically permuted by P with rotation number
a/b, so ρ(f) = a/b as well. Since the critical point of P is periodic, δ(f) = 0.
Siegel disks. A similar result holds for certain irrational t ∈ S1: if the Julia
set of P(z) = exp(2πit)z+z2 is locally connected (as it is, for example, when
t is the golden mean [Pet]), then its full Hubbard tree gives a quadratic
branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p) with ρ(f) = t. In these irrational
cases, P(z) has a Siegel disk.
Laminations. The full Hubbard tree can also be constructed purely com-
binatorially, using laminations.
Let us identify S1 = R/Z with the boundary of the unit disk ∆ =
{z ∈ C : |z| < 1} using the coordinate z(t) = exp(2πit). There is a
unique hyperbolic geodesic γ(t1,t2) ⊂ ∆ joining any pair of distinct points
z(t1),z(t2) ∈ ∂∆.
40A lamination is a closed set λ ⊂ ∆ which can be expressed as a union of
hyperbolic geodesics in a unique way. The dual of λ is the 1-complex with a
vertex for each component of ∆−λ, and an edge for each leaf of λ bordering
two components.
As in §8, let C(a/b) ⊂ S1 denote the unique periodic cycle for p2(t) =
2tmod1 with rotation number a/b. Let λ(a/b) ⊂ ∆ denote the smallest
saturated lamination containing the sides of the ideal polygon with vertices
C(a/b).
Theorem 9.2 The dual of the lamination λ(a/b) ⊂ ∆ is homeomorphic to
the unique quadratic tree with ρ(f) = a/b and δ(f) = 0.
Proof. The points t ∈ C(a/b) are nothing more than the angles of external
rays landing at the α ﬁxed point for P(z) = z2+c(a/b) [GM]. The lamination
λ itself is a union of ideal polygons, each of which corresponds to external
rays landing at a given point in the grand orbit of α. The components of λ
with inﬁnitely many sides correspond to the components of the interior Ω(P)
of K(P). Thus the dual of λ(a/b) is homeomorphic to the full Hubbard tree
for P, and we can apply Theorem 9.1.
α
Figure 6. Hubbard tree for a/b = 1/3, and its dual lamination.
Example: rotation number 1/3. Figure 6 shows a portion of the full
Hubbard tree T embedded in Douady’s rabbit, the ﬁlled Julia set for P(z) =
41z2 + c(1/3). The lamination λ(1/3), and part of its dual tree, are shown at
the right in Figure 6. Here the cycle C(1/3) = (1,2,4)/7 forms the vertices
of an ideal triangle.
Figure 7. Limit of λ(1/n) as n → ∞.
Limitations of laminations. The deﬁnition of λ(t) can be easily extended
to the case where t is irrational, to obtain combinatorial models for all
quadratic trees with δ(f) = 0. However it is more diﬃcult to use laminations
to model the trees with δ(f)  = 0.
For example, the quadratic tree f : (T,p) → (T,p) with ρ(f) = 0 and
δ(f) = 1 can be thought of as the combinatorial limit of the trees fn :
(Sn,p) → (Sn,p) with δ(fn) = 0 and ρ(fn) = 1/n. The tree Sn in turn is dual
to the lamination λ(1/n), which converges geometrically to the lamination
λ shown in Figure 7.
But the dual of λ is only part of the tree T; half of each fan is missing. A
problem arises because the endpoints of the leaf γ(0,1/2) ⊂ λ are identiﬁed
by s(t), so its forward orbit disappears. It is to preserve this part of the
dynamics that we have chosen to focus our attention on trees.
Example: A cubic tree with no invariant end. We can now show that
case (3) of Theorem 6.2, where f∗|ǫ(T) has a cycle of period two but no ﬁxed
points, actually occurs.
Consider the full Hubbard tree f : T → T for the cubic polynomial
P(z) = (z3+3z)/2. The map P has a pair of ﬁxed critical points at z = ±i,
so the same is true for f (see Figure 8).
We claim f∗|ǫ(T) has no ﬁxed ends. Indeed, a ﬁxed end of T would
give a ﬁxed point in J(P) which is not on the boundary of any component
42c
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Figure 8. The full Hubbard tree for P(z) = (z3 + 3z)/2 has no ﬁxed end; the
corresponding lamination contains the leaf [−1,1] connecting the ﬁxed points
of z  → z3 on S1.
of Ω(P) = intK(P); but the only ﬁxed point in J(P) is z = 0, which lies
on the boundary of the immediate basins for both critical points of P (and
corresponds to the midpoint of the edge [c0,d0] connecting the critical points
of T).
On the other hand the tips of J(P) at z = ±i
√
5 form a cycle of period
two, corresponding to the pair of ends of T exchanged by f∗ that were
constructed in Lemma 6.5.
Example: Quadratic trees with missing periodic ends. In a similar
spirit, consider the quadratic tree f : (T,p) → (T,p) with rotation number
ρ(f) = a/b and δ(f) = 0. Let C ⊂ S1 be the unique cycle with rotation
number a/b. Then T can be realized as the full Hubbard tree of a quadratic
polynomial P(z) = z2 + c with Pb(0) = 0 and with rotation number a/b
at its α-ﬁxed point. Thus T is dual to the lamination λ ⊂ ∆ whose leaves
join adjacent points in C and their preimages (see Figure 6 for the case
a/b = 1/3).
Now a point t ∈ S1 = ∂∆ corresponds to an end of T iﬀ the ray from 0
to t in the unit disk crosses inﬁnitely many leaves of λ. Thus we have:
Proposition 9.3 A point t ∈ S1 corresponds to an end of the quadratic tree
f : (T,p) → (T,p) with rotation number a/b and δ(f) = 0 iﬀ its forward
orbit does not land on the ﬁnite cycle C ⊂ S1 with rotation number a/b.
43Corollary 9.4 Every periodic point for p2|S1 is realized by a periodic end
of T, except the cycle corresponding to the α-ﬁxed point.
This example suggests that the points in S1 that are not realized by ends
of T are analogous to the ending lamination that plays a prominent role in
the theory of Kleinian groups (see e.g. [Th], [Bon1], [Min]).
Example: Two ends with the same marking. The map φ : ǫ(T) → S1
need not be injective. A non-injective example can be obtained by modifying
the cubic tree shown in Figure 8 so the rotation number at p is still zero, but
the critical points c and d have inﬁnite forward orbits as shown in Figure 9.
(Then p is a fan point of T.) In this example there is a ray αc that starts at
p, passes through c, and turns to the extreme right at every branch point;
and a similar ray αd that passes through d and turns to the left. There are
no other rays in the interval (αd,αc) ⊂ ǫ(T); and since φ is monotone and
its image is dense, this implies φ(αc) = φ(αd).
The rays αc and αd correspond to two diﬀerent inﬁnite paths through
the tiling on ∆ shown at the right in Figure 9, both converging to z = 1.
d
c
c
d
p
p
Figure 9. A cubic tree with two ends marked by the same point. The
corresponding lamination has two tiled paths converging to z = 1.
Notes and references. For more on the Mandelbrot set and its limbs, see
[DH] and [BF]. A detailed theory of quadratic laminations is presented in
[Ke]; see also [Mc1, Ch. 6] and [Ki1].
4410 Dynamics on the unit disk
Let ∆ ⊂ C denote the unit disk with the hyperbolic metric. In this section
show that on a large scale, proper holomorphic maps f : ∆ → ∆ behave
like branched coverings of trees. To label or mark the dynamics, we will
also discuss the behavior of conjugacies between f|S1 and z  → zd; and we
will show that hyperbolic translation distances in ∆ are tied to the values
of log|f′| on the circle.
Throughout this section, d is ﬁxed. The implicit and explicit constants
in the results below are all allowed to depend on d.
The hyperbolic disk. Let ∆ = {z : |z| < 1} be the unit disk, endowed
with the hyperbolic metric 2|dz|/(1 − |z|2) of constant curvature −1. Let
d(a,b) denote the hyperbolic distance between a pair of points a,b ∈ ∆, and
let [a,b] ⊂ ∆ denote the unique hyperbolic geodesic joining a to b. Note
that we have
d(0,a) = |log(1 − |a|)| + O(1), (10.1)
or equivalently 1 − |a| ≍ exp(−d(0,a)).
Blaschke products. Let f : ∆ → ∆ be a proper holomorphic map of
degree d > 1. Let C(f) denote the (d − 1) critical points of f. By the
Schwarz lemma, f is a contraction: we have
d(f(a),f(b)) < d(a,b)
for any pair of distinct points a,b ∈ ∆.
For d ≥ 2 we let Bd denote the space of Blaschke products of the form
f(z) = z
d−1  
1
 
z − ai
1 − aiz
 
. (10.2)
Note that f(0) = 0. Any proper holomorphic map of degree d with a ﬁxed
point in ∆ is holomorphically conjugate to a map in Bd.
Proposition 10.1 The critical points of f ∈ Bd are no farther from the
origin than its zeros. That is, maxc∈C(f) d(0,c) ≤ maxd−1
1 d(0,ai).
Proof. Taking the logarithmic derivative, we ﬁnd
z
f′(z)
f(z)
= 1 +
d−1  
1
z(1 − |ai|2)
(z − ai)(1 − aiz)
  (10.3)
45Now for |a| < |z| < 1, we have
Re
(z − a)(1 − az)
z
= 1 + |a|2 − Re(az−1 − az) > 1 + |a|2 − (1 − |a|2) = 0.
Since Re(1/w) = Re(w)/|w|2, this implies
Re
z
(z − a)(1 − az)
> 0
as well. Thus if max|ai| < |z| < 1, equation (10.3) is a sum of terms with
positive real parts, so f′(z) cannot vanish. It follows that |c| ≤ max|ai| for
any critical point of f, and hence d(0,c) ≤ maxd(0,ai).
Compactness and qualitative bounds. The normalization f(0) = 0
imposed on maps f ∈ Bd is especially useful because of the following com-
pactness result.
Proposition 10.2 Any sequence fn ∈ Bd has a subsequence converging
uniformly on compact sets to a proper map h : (∆,0) → (∆,0) with 1 ≤
deg(h) ≤ d.
Proof. Pass to a subsequence so that the zeros of fn (the ai in formula
(10.2)) converge to points in ∆, and that if |a| → 1 then (z −a)/(1−az) →
(−a) uniformly on compact subsets of ∆.
This compactness easily implies several qualitative bounds for proper
maps.
Corollary 10.3 For each r > 0 there exists an R > 0 such that f(B(0,R))
contains the hyperbolic ball B(0,r)) for all f ∈ Bd.
Proof. If the statement fails, then we can ﬁnd a sequence fn ∈ Bd, Rn → ∞
and a point y ∈ B(0,r), r > 0, such that y  ∈ fn(B(0,Rn)). Passing to a
subsequence, we obtain in the limit a proper map with 1 ≤ deg(h) ≤ d
whose image omits y, which is impossible.
Corollary 10.4 For any holomorphic map f : ∆ → ∆ of degree d and
x,y ∈ ∆, if d(x,y) < r then f−1(y) is contained in an R-neighborhood of
f−1(x).
Proof. Normalize so that f ∈ Bd and x = 0, and apply the preceding result.
46Corollary 10.5 If f ∈ Bd and d(0,C(f)) is large, then f is close to a
rotation near 0.
Proof. Suppose fn ∈ Bd satisfy d(0,C(fn)) → ∞. Then any accumulation
point h of fn is a proper map with h(0) = 0 and no critical points. This
implies h(z) = eiθz is a rotation, and hence fn is close to a rotation when n
is suﬃciently large.
Corollary 10.6 The 2-jet at z of any degree d holomorphic map f : ∆ → ∆
matches the 2-jet of a hyperbolic isometry with an error that tends to zero
uniformly as d(z,C(f)) → ∞.
Proof. Normalize so that f ∈ Bd and z = 0, and apply the previous
Corollary.
Corollary 10.7 There is an R > 0 such that for any degree d holomorphic
map f : ∆ → ∆ and any nontrivial geodesic segment [a,b] with
d([a,b],C(f)) > R,
we have f(a)  = f(b).
Proof. If we choose R large enough, then f|[a,b] is so close to an isometry
that the geodesic curvature of its image is nearly 0. But a path in hyperbolic
space with geodesic curvature less than 1 (the curvature of a horocycle)
cannot cross itself, so f(a)  = f(b).
Corollary 10.8 For any f ∈ Bd, the nearest zero controls the nearest crit-
ical point: we have
d(0,C(f)) ≤ min{d(0,ai),1 ≤ i < d} + O(1).
Proof. Since the endpoints of the segment [0,ai] are identiﬁed by f, there
must be a critical point c within distance R of [0,ai].
47Quantitative bounds. Using the last Corollary, we can make the previous
bounds more quantitative.
Proposition 10.9 For any f ∈ Bd, we have
max(1 − |f′(0)|, |f′′(0)|) = O(exp(−d(0,C(f)))).
Proof. Clearly A = f′(0) =
 d−1
1 (−ai) satisﬁes
1 − |f′(0)| = O(1 − min|ai|) = O(exp(−mind(0,ai))),
and exp(−mind(0,ai)) = O(exp(−d(0,C(f)))) by the previous result. By
similar reasoning we have
sup
|z|<1/2
|f(z) − Az| = O(1 − min|ai|),
which by Cauchy’s integral formula gives |f′′(0)| = O(1 − min|ai|) as well.
Corollary 10.10 The 2-jet at z ∈ ∆ of a degree d holomorphic map f :
∆ → ∆ matches the 2-jet of a hyperbolic isometry with an error of O(exp(−d(z,C(f)))).
Proof. After composing with hyperbolic isometries, we can assume z =
f(z) = 0 and f ∈ Bd. Then the preceding result shows that the 2-jet of f
at z = 0 is close to the 2-jet of a rotation of the disk.
Bounds along geodesics. We now use the fact that f converges to an
isometry exponential fast away from C(f) to control its behavior at large
scales.
Theorem 10.11 There is a constant R > 0 such that for any holomorphic
map f : ∆ → ∆ of degree d:
1. If d([a,b],C(f)) > R, then d(f(a),f(b)) = d(a,b) + O(1); and
2. If d([a,b],f(C(f))) > R, then d(f−1(a),f−1(b)) = d(a,b) + O(1).
Here f−1 is any branch of the inverse map which is continuous along [a,b].
48Proof. We begin with the proof of (1). Let α : [0,d(a,b)] → [a,b] denote
the parameterization of the geodesic from a to b by arclength. Then β(s) =
f(α(s)) parameterizes the image f([a,b]).
Suppose d([a,b],C(f)) ≥ R. Let α(si), i = 1,...,d − 1 denote the
projections of the critical points of f to [a,b]. Let κ(s) ≥ 0 denote the
curvature of f([a,b]) at β(s), let H(s) ⊂ ∆ denote the hyperplane normal
to f([a,b]) at β(s), and let
D(s) = lim
t→0+
d(H(s),H(s + t))
t
 
Since the curvature controls the rate at which the normal plane advances
with respect to arclength, we have
D(s) = |β′(s)|(1 + O(κ(s))).
Corollary 10.10 then implies
D(s) = 1 + O(exp(−d(β(s),C(f)))).
By elementary hyperbolic geometry we also have
d(α(s),C(f)) ≥ min
i
|s − si| + d([a,b],C(f)) + O(1).
Finally, by choosing R large enough, we can assume |κ(s)| ≤ 1/2 for all s
and thus the hyperplanes H(s) are disjoint. Combining these estimates, we
ﬁnd
d(f(a),f(b)) ≥ d(H(0),H(d(a,b))) ≥
  d(a,b)
0
D(s)ds
= d(a,b) + O
 
exp(−R)
  d(a,b)
0
exp(−min|s − si|)ds
 
= d(a,b) + O(exp(−R)) = d(a,b) + O(1).
The Schwarz lemma implies the reverse inequality, d(a,b) ≥ d(f(a),f(b)),
completing the proof of (1).
The proof of (2) is similar, using the fact that any branch of f−1(z) is
exponentially close to an isometry when z is far from the critical values of
f.
49Corollary 10.12 Let f : ∆ → ∆ be a holomorphic map of degree d. Then
any geodesic in ∆ has a subdivision into n ≤ d consecutive segments,
[a,b] = [c0,c1] ∪ [c1,c2] ∪     ∪ [cn−1,cn],
such that d(f(ci),f(ci+1)) = d(ci,ci+1) + O(1) for all i, and d(ci,C(f)) =
O(1) for i = 1,...,n − 1.
Proof. Take c1,...,cn−1 to be the projections to [a,b] of the critical points
of f that lie within distance R of [a,b], and apply the preceding Theorem.
Corollary 10.13 For any f ∈ Bd, the farthest critical point controls the
farthest zero: we have
max
i
d(0,ai) ≤ 2 max
c∈C(f)
d(0,c) + O(1).
Proof. Suppose d(0,ai) is maximized at i = j, and apply the preceding
Corollary to the geodesic [a,b] = [0,aj]. Then we have d(c1,C(f)) = O(1)
and d(0,c1) ≤ d(0,aj)/2 + O(1), since
0 = d(f(0),f(aj)) ≥ d(0,c1)−d(c1,aj)+O(1) = 2d(0,c1)−d(0,aj)+O(1).
Corollary 10.14 We have diamK ≤ ddiam(f(K)) + O(1) for any convex
set K ⊂ ∆.
Proof. Apply Corollary 10.12 to a geodesic [a,b] ⊂ K which nearly realizes
its diameter, and consider the image of the largest subsegment [ci,ci+1] of
[a,b].
Corollary 10.15 Let K,K′ ⊂ ∆ denote the convex hulls of E and E′ =
f−1(E) respectively. Suppose E contains the critical values of f. Then
f−1(K) is close to K′: we have
sup
x : f(x)∈K
d(x,K′) = O(1).
50Proof. Suppose y = f(x) is in the convex hull K of E. Then y lies inside
a triangle with vertices in E, and hence (since triangles are thin) within a
bounded distance of a geodesic [e1,e2] with endpoints in E. Since E includes
the critical values of f, we can choose e1,e2 such that any critical value close
to [e1,e2] is close to e1 or e2. Then by Corollary 10.4 and Theorem 10.11,
f−1[e1,e2] is close to a union of geodesics joining the preimages of e1 and
e2, which necessarily lie in K′. Since x is close to the preimage of [e1,e2], it
is also close to K′.
Markings. We conclude this section by relating the behavior of f|∆ to the
behavior of f|S1.
For any f ∈ Bd, there is a unique marking homeomorphism
φ : S1 → S1
that varies continuously with f, conjugates f to pd(z) = zd, and satisﬁes
φ(z) = z when f = pd. This marking can be constructed using equation
(2.3); see [Mc3]. We extend φ to a map φ : ∆ → S1 by deﬁning
φ(z) = φ(z/|z|)
for z  = 0 and (for convenience) φ(0) = 1.
Expansion and H¨ older continuity. Let
M(f) = sup
z∈S1
log|f′(z)|
denote the expansion factor of f ∈ Bd. Since f|S1 has degree d, we have
M(f) ≥ logd. Taking logarithmic derivatives and using equation (10.1),
one readily veriﬁes that
M(f) = max
i
d(0,ai) + O(1), (10.4)
where 0,a1,...,ad−1 are the zeros of f.
Theorem 10.16 The expansion of f controls the H¨ older exponent of its
marking φ: for all a,b ∈ S1 we have
|φ(a) − φ(b)| = O(|a − b|β),
where β = (logd)/M(f).
51Proof. Let J ⊂ S1 be the shortest arc connecting a and b, and let Λ =
exp(M(f)). Choose k such that
Λ−k−1 < |a − b| < Λ−k.
Then |fk(a) − fk(b)| < 1 and so fk(J)  = S1. But then pk
d(φ(J))  = S1 as
well, so the length of φ(J) is no more than d−k = (Λ−k)β ≤ d|a − b|β.
Corollary 10.17 For any z ∈ ∆ with d(0,z) = r, we have
|φ(f(z)) − pd(φ(z))| = O(e−βr).
Proof. Let w = z/|z|. The hypothesis d(0,z) = r implies |z−w| = 1−|z| =
O(e−r). By the maximum principle, we have |f′| ≤ exp(M(f)) throughout
the unit disk, and thus |f(z) − f(w)| = O(eM(f)−r). When combined with
the preceding result, this bound yields
|φ(f(z)) − pd(φ(z))| = |φ(f(z)) − φ(f(w))| = O(eβ(M(f)−r)) = O(e−βr),
since βM(f) = logd and the implied constant is allowed to depend on d.
By similar reasoning we obtain:
Corollary 10.18 For any z,w ∈ ∆ with d(0,z) = r > d(z,w) = s,we have
|φ(z) − φ(w)| = O(e−β(r−s)).
Derivatives and translation distances. Let C ⊂ S1 be a periodic cycle
for the map pd(z) = zd. The length of C with respect a map f ∈ Bd with
marking φ is deﬁned by
L(C,f) = log|(fq)′(z)|,
where q = |C| and φ(z) ∈ C. The length function Lf : S1 → R+ is deﬁned
by
Lf(z) = log|f′(φ−1(z))|.
Since
L(C,f) =
 
z∈C
Lf(z),
the length function records the lengths of all cycles.
Our ﬁnal result shows Lf can be computed with bounded error by mea-
suring how much f translates z ∈ ∆ towards the origin (in the hyperbolic
metric).
52Proposition 10.19 There is a constant R > 0 such that whenever
d(0,f(z)) > R + max
c∈C(f)
d(0,f(c)),
we have
Lf(φ(z)) = d(z,0) − d(f(z),0) + O(1).
Proof. Let w = f(z)/|f(z)|. When R is large enough, the hypothesis
implies there is a Euclidean ball B(w,s) containing f(z) and with B(w,100s)
disjoint from the critical values of f. Let B′ be the component of f−1(B)
containing z. By the distortion theorems for univalent functions (see e.g.
[Ah, Thm. 5-3]), B′ is itself nearly a round ball centered on z/|z|, and
the map f : B′ → B nearly a similarity, expanding distances by the factor
λ = |f′(z/|z|)|. Thus we have
Lf(φ(z)) = logλ = log
1 − |f(z)|
1 − |z|
+ O(1) = d(z,0) − d(f(z),0) + O(1),
by equation (10.1).
11 Trees as geometric limits
In this section we show that branched coverings of ribbon R-trees arise
naturally as limits of branched coverings of the hyperbolic plane. The main
result is:
Theorem 11.1 Let fn ∈ Bd be a divergent sequence of Blaschke prod-
ucts. Then after passing to a subsequence, there is a minimal, degree d
branched covering such that fn : (∆,0) → (∆,0) converges geometrically to
f : (T,p) → (T,p).
It is easy to see that the limit is unique once it exists. We will also see
that geometric limits inherit natural markings.
Limit of polygons. Given a metric space (A,d(x,y)), we let rA denote
the rescaled space (A,r   d(x,y)).
Recall that the Hausdorﬀ distance between a pair of sets A,B in a metric
space is deﬁned by
dH(A,B) = max(sup
a∈A
d(a,B),sup
b∈B
d(b,A)).
53The Gromov-Hausdorﬀ distance dGH(A,B) between a pair of abstract metric
spaces is deﬁned as the inﬁmum of dH(A,B) over all metrics on A ∪ B
extending the given metrics on A and B [Gr], [GH].
The space (T,p) will be constructed as a Gromov-Hausdorﬀ limit of
polygons in the unit disk, using the following well-known fact (cf. [Be1,
Thm. 3.4]):
Proposition 11.2 Let Kn ⊂ ∆ be a sequence of hyperbolic k-gons with
diameters rn → ∞. Then there is a subsequence such that r−1
n Kn converges
in the Gromov-Hausdorﬀ metric to a ﬁnite R-tree T. The endpoints of T
are limits of the vertices of Kn.
We remark that a ﬁnite tree T is uniquely determined by the distances
between its endpoints. Thus a sequence of rescaled hyperbolic k-gons con-
verges, in the Gromov-Hausdorﬀ metric, as soon as the k2 distances between
its pairs of vertices converge.
Orientation. A triple of points (x,y,z) ∈ T3 is positively oriented if its
convex hull H ⊂ T is a tripod, and the ordering (x,y,z) on the endpoints of
H is compatible with the ribbon structure on T. Similarly, a triple (x,y,z) ∈
∆3 is positively oriented if its convex hull H ⊂ ∆ is a triangle, and the
ordering (x,y,z) on its vertices gives H the same orientation as that induced
from the complex plane.
Limits of Blaschke products. Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal
branched covering of degree d ≥ 2, and let fn be a sequence in Bd. Let
W = C(f) ∪ p ⊂ T
denote the union of the grand orbits of the critical points of f and the
basepoint p.
We say fn converges to f geometrically if there exists a sequence of maps
hn : (W,p) → (∆,0)
and a sequence of characteristic scales rn → ∞ such that the following
conditions hold.
1. Rescaling: We have
d(x,y) = limr−1
n d(hn(x),hn(y)) (11.1)
for all x,y ∈ W;
542. Conjugacy: For all x ∈ W we have
r−1
n d(hn(f(x)),fn(hn(x))) → 0 (11.2)
as n → ∞; and
3. Orientation: Given any triple x,y,z ∈ W such that (x,y,z) is posi-
tively oriented in T, the points
(hn(x),hn(y),hn(z))
are positively oriented in ∆ for all n ≫ 0.
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Let fn be a divergent sequence in Bd, and let
rn = max
z : fn(z)=0
d(0,z). (11.3)
Then rn → ∞ (since otherwise the zeros of fn would lie in a compact subset
in ∆, and we would have a convergent subsequence). By Proposition 10.1,
we have
C(fn) ∪ f−1(0) ⊂ B(0,rn). (11.4)
Neglecting ﬁnitely many terms, we can assume rn ≥ 1.
We will begin by constructing the tree (T,p). Let
Wk
n =
k  
i=−k
fi
n(C(fn) ∪ {0}) ⊂ ∆.
Clearly |Wk
n| = O(dk), and Wk
n contains the critical values of f for k ≥ 1.
Using the initial bound (11.4) and Corollary 10.4, we ﬁnd
diamWk
n = O(rn   dk).
Let Tk
n ⊂ ∆ be the hyperbolic convex hull of Wk
n. Then we have
1 ≤ diamr−1
n Tk
n = O(dk).
By Proposition 11.2, for each ﬁxed k, we can pass to a subsequence such
that r−1
n Tk
n converges in the Gromov-Hausdorﬀ topology to a ﬁnite R-tree
Tk. Since Tk
n ⊂ Tk+1
n , we have isometric inclusions T1 ⊂ T2 ⊂    . The
direct limit of these ﬁnite trees yields an R-tree
T =
 
Tk.
55Let p ∈ T denote the limit of the basepoint 0 ∈ ∆ (which belongs to every
Tk
n), let Wk = limWk
n ⊂ Tk, and let W =
 
Wk.
Since each map fn|Tk
n → Tk+1
n is distance non-increasing, we can pass to
a further subsequence and obtain a distance non-increasing map f : T → T
such that f|Tk = limfn|Tk
n for each k.
By the deﬁnition of Gromov-Hausdorﬀ limits, there exist maps
hk
n : Wk → Wk
n ⊂ Tk
n
satisfying the rescaling condition (11.1) for each k. The conjugacy condition
(11.2) holds automatically, by the deﬁnition of f. (Note that many points of
Wk
n may coalesce to a single point of Wk, so some choices may be required
in the construction of hk
n.)
The endpoints of Tk are limits of vertices of the polygon Tk
n, which are
cyclically ordered. By matching endpoints to vertices, we obtain a cyclic
ordering on the endpoints of Tk, and hence a ribbon structure on Tk. There
are only ﬁnitely many such ribbon structures, so after diagonalizing we
can assume they converge for each k. Since the nearest-point projection
∂Tk+1
n → ∂Tk
n is order-preserving (monotone increasing), the ribbon struc-
tures on Tk+1 and Tk are compatible. Hence we obtain a ribbon structure
on T. By construction it satisﬁes the orientation condition in the deﬁnition
of geometric limit whenever x,y,z ∈ W are endpoints of some Tk; this easily
implies the orientation condition holds for general triples.
Finally we show f is a minimal branched cover. Let Sk
n = f−1
n (Tk
n).
Since Tk
n is the convex hull of Wk
n, Corollary 10.15 implies that Sk
n is close
to the convex hull of f−1(Wk
n) ⊂ Wk+1
n . Thus Sk
n is close to Tk+1
n . Passing
to the limit, we ﬁnd Sk
n converges to a subtree Sk = f−1(Tk) ⊂ Tk+1.
Consider any edge [a,b] ⊂ Sk connecting adjacent points in Wk. Since
Wk contains the limits of the critical points C(fn), any critical point of fn
that is close to [hn(a),hn(b)] ⊂ ∆ is close to its one of its endpoints. Thus
by Theorem 10.11, fn is nearly an isometry on the segment [hn(a),hn(b)].
It follows that f|[a,b] is exactly an isometry, and therefore f : Sk → Tk is
simplicial.
The planar embeddings of Sk
n determine a ribbon structure on Sk which
in the limit is compatible with ribbon structure induced from Tk+1. Since
fn : ∆ → ∆ is a branched covering, so is f : Sk → Tk.
Thus f : (T,p) → (T,p) is a branched covering of ribbon R-trees. It is
straightforward to check that f has degree d and that C(f) = limC(fn);
thus W = C(f) ∪ p, and therefore f is minimal.
56Markings. We conclude this section by showing that geometric limits can
be chosen to respect markings.
Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be a minimal branched covering of degree d > 1.
For simplicity, assume f is not the cone over zd. Then as we saw in §6, T
has inﬁnitely many ends, and there exists at least one marking
φ : ǫ(T) → S1.
Suppose fn ∈ Bd converges geometrically to f, and let φn be the canon-
ical markings of fn (see §10). Suppose there is a marking φ : ǫ(T) → S1
such that whenever xi ∈ W converges to α ∈ ǫ(T), we have
φ(α) = lim
i→∞
lim
n→∞φn(hn(xi)). (11.5)
We then say the convergence respects markings, and (f,φ) is the marked
limit of the sequence fn ∈ Bd.
Theorem 11.3 If fn → f geometrically, then there is a subsequence such
that the convergence respects markings.
Proof. By Corollary 4.29, every suﬃciently long segment [a,b] ⊂ T meets
C(f) ⊂ W. Thus there is a constant R > 0 such that any x,y ∈ W are
connected by sequence x = x0,x1,...,xn = y with xi ∈ W and d(xi,xi+1) <
R.
Since W is countable and S1 is compact, we can pass to a subsequence
such that
Φ(x) = lim
n→∞
φn(hn(x)) ∈ S1
exists for all x ∈ W. We claim there is a constant λ > 1 such that for all
x,y ∈ W with d(x,y) < R, we have
|Φ(x) − Φ(y)| = O(λ−d(0,x)). (11.6)
To see this, let βn = (logd)/M(fn) and recall from (10.4) that
M(fn) = max{d(0,z) : fn(z) = 0} + O(1).
Since every zero of fn converges geometrically to point in f−1(p), the rescal-
ing equation (11.1) implies M(fn) = O(rn), and hence βn > Ar−1
n for some
A > 0. Letting sn = d(hn(x),0) and tn = d(hn(x),hn(y)), we then have
βn(sn − tn) ≥ Ar−1
n (sn − tn) → A(d(x,0) − d(x,y)) ≥ Ad(x,0) − R.
57Applying Corollary 10.18, this implies
|Φ(x) − Φ(y)| = lim
n→∞|φn(x) − φn(y)| = O(exp(−Ad(x,0))),
which gives (11.6) with λ = exp(A) > 1.
Now (11.6) easily implies the stronger bound
|Φ(x) − Φ(y)| = O(λ−d(p,[x,y])) (11.7)
for any x,y ∈ W. To see this, ﬁrst assume x is the closest point to p on
[x,y]. Then we can ﬁnd a sequence x = x0,x1,...,xn = y with xi ∈ W,
d(xi,xi+1) < R and d(0,xi) ≥ d(0,x) + iR/2. Summing the geometric
sequence resulting from (11.6), we obtain (11.7). To handle the general
case, let z ∈ [x,y] be the closest point to p and apply (11.7) to the segments
[x,z] and [z,y].
Equation (11.6) implies that Φ(xi) is a Cauchy sequence whenever xi
converges to an end of T, and hence the limit deﬁning φ(α) in (11.5) exists
for every α ∈ ǫ(T).
The same type of reasoning, using Corollary 10.17, shows that
|Φ(f(x)) − pd(Φ(x))| = O(λ−d(0,x))
for all x ∈ W. Passing to the limit, we ﬁnd
φ ◦ f∗ = pd ◦ φ.
In fact, φ is a strong semiconjugacy: given x ∈ W suﬃciently far from p,
the set Φ(f−1(x)) consists of d nearly equally space points on S1, because
the same is true of φn(f−1
n (z)) when d(0,z) ≫ rn.
Monotonicity of φ follows from the orientation-preserving condition on
the maps hn. Consider a triple of distinct ends in T with α2 ∈ (α1,α3)
with respect to the cyclic ordering on ǫ(T). Let xi ∈ αi ∩ W be close
approximations to these ends. Then the triples (p,x1,x2), (p,x2,x3) and
(p,x3,x1) are all positively oriented in T, so the same is true for their images
under hn, n ≫ 0, as well as their projections to S1 by z  → z/|z|. Since
φn : S1 → S1 also preserves orientation, upon passage to the limit as n → ∞
we ﬁnd
φ(α2) ∈ [φ(α1),φ(α3)],
and thus φ is monotone increasing.
These last two observations imply φ is a marking of f; and by construc-
tion, fn converges geometrically to the marked limit (f,φ).
5812 Limiting length functions
In this section we prove the existence of a limiting length function L(z) for a
divergent sequence of Blaschke products fn ∈ Bd, and relate it to the length
function of a limiting tree. The main results are:
Theorem 12.1 Given any divergent sequence fn ∈ Bd, there is function
L : S1 → [0,1] such that after passing to a subsequence, the normalized
lengths functions satisfy
Lfn(z)
M(fn)
→ L(z)
for all z ∈ S1. The limiting length function L(z) has at most (d − 1) laps.
Theorem 12.2 Suppose fn also converges geometrically to a marked branched
covering
f : (T,p) → (T,p)
with ǫ(T)  = ∅. Then L(z) = Lf(z) for all but ﬁnitely many z ∈ S1. More-
over, if Lf(z) has (d − 1) complete laps, then we have
Lf(z) ≤ L(z) ≤ Lf(z) (12.1)
for all z ∈ S1.
Theorem 12.3 If ǫ(T) = ∅, then L(z) = 0 outside a set of ≤ (d−1) points
on S1.
Combining these results, we obtain:
Corollary 12.4 The limiting length function L(z) is piecewise constant.
We have seen that in the quadratic case, Lf(z) always has at least one
complete lap, so (12.1) holds for all z ∈ S1 when d = 2.
Laps and limits. We begin the proofs with some general remarks. As in
§6, we say a function
g : S1 → [0,1]
has e laps if there exists a cyclically ordered sequence of distinct points
(z1,z2,...,z2e) in S1 such that the values bi = g(zi) satisfy
b1 < b2 > b3 < b4 > b5     < b2e > b1. (12.2)
If the sequence can be chosen so that g is continuous at each zi, and the
values b1,b2,...,b2e are alternately 0 and 1, then we say g has e complete
laps.
59Proposition 12.5 If gj : S1 → [0,1] has at most ej laps for j = 1,2,...,n
then g(z) = maxgj(z) has at most
 
ej laps.
Proof. Suppose g has e = 1 +
 
ei laps, as evidenced by values bi = g(zi),
i = 1,2,...,2e, satisfying (12.2). Then there is some j such that gj(zi) =
g(zi) = bi for more than ej diﬀerent even indices i. But gj(zi) ≤ g(zi) = bi
for all the odd values of i, so gj itself has more than ej laps.
Proposition 12.6 Any sequence of functions gn : S1 → [0,1] with at most
e laps has a subsequence converging pointwise. The limit h : S1 → [0,1] has
at most e laps as well.
Proof. Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that the turning points
of gn converge to a set E ⊂ S1 with |E| ≤ 2e. We can also assume that gn
converges pointwise on a countable dense set A ⊂ S1. The limit h : I ∩A →
[0,1] is then monotone on each component I of S1 − E, so it extends to a
piecewise monotone function on S1 with a countable set of discontinuities B.
By local monotonicity, gn(z) converges to h(z) outside E ∪B, and a further
subsequence converges pointwise on this countable set as well. Clearly the
limit function so obtained can have no more laps than the functions gn that
approximate it.
Proposition 12.7 Suppose gn : S1 → R converges pointwise to a function
h whose points of continuity are dense. Then there is a dense set E ⊂ S1
such that gn(zn) → h(z) whenever zn → z ∈ E.
Proof. Given ǫ > 0, let
Uǫ = {z0 ∈ S1 : there is a neighborhood V of z0 and an N > 0
such that |gn(z) − h(z0)| < ǫ for all n ≥ N and z ∈ J}.
Suppose h is continuous at z0. Consider any closed interval I with z0 in its
interior such that |h(z) − h(z0)| < ǫ/4 for all z ∈ I. Let
FN = {z ∈ I : |gn(z) − h(z0)| ≤ ǫ/2 for all n ≥ N}.
Since gn is continuous, FN is closed; and since gn(z) → h(z), we have  
FN = J. Thus by the Baire category theorem, there exists an N > 0 such
60that the interior VN of FN is nonempty. For all z,z′ ∈ VN and n ≥ N we
have
|gn(z) − h(z′)| ≤ |gn(z) − h(z0)| + |h(z′) − h(z0)| < ǫ/4 + ǫ/2 < ǫ,
and thus VN ⊂ Uǫ. Since VN ⊂ I and I was an arbitrarily closed interval
around z0, this shows z0 ∈ Uǫ. By hypothesis, the set of points of continuity
z0 of h is dense, and therefore Uǫ = S1. The Proposition then holds for the
dense Gδ given by E =
 ∞
1 U1/m.
Proof of Theorem 12.1. Let f ∈ Bd have coeﬃcients (a1,...,ad−1), and
for z ∈ S1 let
g(z) = max
 
0,log(1 − |ai|2) − 2log |z − ai| : i = 1,...,d − 1
 
.
Then Proposition 12.5 implies g(z) has at most (d − 1) laps. On the other
hand, by logarithmic diﬀerentiation we have
|f′(z)| = 1 +
d−1  
1
1 − |ai|2
|z − ai|2,
and for any xi ≥ 1 we have
log
 
1 +
d−1  
1
xi
 
= max(logxi) + O(1); (12.3)
thus log|f′(z)| = g(z) + O(1).
Now consider a sequence fn ∈ Bd with M(fn) → ∞. Since the number of
laps is preserved by composition with the marking, the previous paragraph
shows we can write
Lfn(z)
M(fn)
= gn(z) + O
 
1
M(fn)
 
,
where gn : S1 → [0,1] is a function with at most (d − 1) laps. Proposition
12.6 then implies there is subsequence such that gn(z) converges pointwise
to a function L : S1 → [0,1], also with at most (d − 1) laps; and since
M(fn) → ∞, the same is true for Lfn(z)/M(fn).
61Remark: Tropicalization. The replacement of a sum by a maximum,
as in (12.3), is a basic theme in tropical geometry; see e.g. [St, Ch. 9] for
details.
From the disk to the tree. We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 12.2.
The following result relates translation lengths in the disk to translation
lengths in the limiting tree.
Proposition 12.8 Suppose fn : (∆,0) → (∆,0) converges geometrically,
respecting markings, to the branched covering
f : (T,p) → (T,p)
with marking φ. Then for all α ∈ ǫ(T), there is a sequence zn ∈ S1 such
that
zn → z = φ(α) and
Lfn(zn)
M(fn)
→
Lf(α)
M(f)
 
Proof. Let φn be the marking of fn, let W = C(f) ∪ p, let hn : (W,p) →
(∆,0) be the approximate conjugacy between f and fn deﬁning the geomet-
ric limit, with associated scale rn → ∞. Then we have
r−1
n M(fn) = r−1
n max{d(0,z) + O(1) : fn(z) = 0}
→ max{d(p,x) : f(x) = p} = M(f)
as n → ∞.
Fix a ray α representing an end of T. Given ǫ > 0, we can by equation
(11.5) choose a vertex x ∈ W ∩ α such that |φn(hn(x)) − φ(α)| < ǫ for all
n ≫ 0. We can also assume
d(f(x),p) > max{d(f(c),p) : c ∈ C(f)} (12.4)
and
τ(x) = d(x,p) − d(f(x),p) = M(f)Lf(α).
Let wn = hn(x) ∈ ∆ and let zn = φn(wn) ∈ S1. Equation (12.4) and
Proposition 10.19 then imply
Lfn(zn) = d(wn,0) − d(f(wn),0) + O(1)
for all n ≫ 0, and thus
Lfn(zn)
M(fn)
=
r−1
n (d(wn,0) − d(f(wn),0) + O(1))
M(fn)
→
d(x,p) − d(f(x),p)
M(f)
=
Lf(α)
M(f)
62as n → ∞. Since |z − zn| = |φ(α) − φn(wn)| < ǫ for all n suﬃciently large,
we can diagonalize to obtain a sequence zn → z with the same limiting
property.
Proof of Theorem 12.2. It is convenient to pass to a subsequence such
that the graphs of the functions
gn = Lfn/M(fn) : S1 → [0,1]
converge, in the Hausdorﬀ topology, to a closed relation R ⊂ S1 ×[0,1]. By
assumption we have gn(z) → L(z) pointwise as well. Since L(z) has at most
(d − 1) laps, its points of continuity are dense, and so by Proposition 12.7
there is a dense set E ⊂ S1 such that
R(z) = {t : (z,t) ∈ R} = {L(z)}
for all z ∈ E.
Suppose ǫ(T)  = ∅. We may assume, by rescaling the metric, that M(f) =
1. Then by Proposition 12.8, the relation R also contains the pushforward
{(φ(α),Lf(α)) : α ∈ ǫ(T)}
of the graph of Lf, whose closure contains the graph of Lf(z). Thus L(z) =
Lf(z) for all z in the dense set E.
Now recall from Corollary 7.6 that Lf(z) is piecewise constant. Given
an interval I ⊂ S1 on which Lf(z) is constant, there can only be ﬁnitely
z ∈ I such that L(z)  = Lf(z); otherwise L(z) would have inﬁnitely many
laps. Thus L(z) = Lf(z) outside a ﬁnite set.
Finally suppose Lf(z) has (d−1) complete laps. Then there is a cyclically
ordered set (z1,...,z2d−2) of points of continuity of Lf(z) such that the
values bi = Lf(zi) are alternately 0 and 1. We can also assume L(zi) =
Lf(zi).
Suppose there is a point z such that L(z)  ∈ [Lf(z),Lf(z)]. Since Lf is
locally constant at each zi, we can assume z  = zi for all i. For concreteness,
suppose L(z) < Lf(z). Then there is a small interval (z−,z+) containing z,
with no zi in [z−,z+], such that
L(z−) = Lf(z−) > L(z) < Lf(z+) = L(z+).
Consider the interval [zj,zj+1] containing [z−,z+]. Assume, for example,
that bj = 0 and bj+1 = 1. Then we have
bj = 0 < L(z−) > L(z) < bj+1 = 1.
63Inserting the points (z−,z) between (zj,zj+1), we ﬁnd that L(z) has at least
d laps, contrary to Theorem 12.1.
Remark. The same argument shows that if L(z) and Lf(z) have at most
e and e laps respectively, then there are at most e − e points where L(z)  ∈
[Lf(z),Lf(z)].
Proof of Theorem 12.3. Suppose ǫ(T) = ∅. Then, as we saw in §6, f is a
cone over zd. Let C(f) = {c} and let P = f−1(p). Then d(x,p) = d(f(x),p)
for any endpoint x of T that does not belong to the ﬁnite set P. Moreover,
these endpoints satisfy d(x,p) > d(c,p) = d(f(c),p). Thus one can apply
Proposition 10.19 as above to conclude that L(z) = 0 on a dense subset of
S1. The fact that L has at most (d − 1) laps then implies L(z)  = 0 for at
most (d − 1) values of z.
13 Algebraic limits and strong convergence
The space of Blaschke products of degree d has a natural algebraic com-
pactiﬁcation Bd. Each point (F,S) ∈ ∂Bd is speciﬁed by a proper map F of
degree strictly less than d, and a divisor of sources S =
 
misi supported
on the unit circle.
The suspension construction of §5 associates a branched covering f :
(T,p) → (T,p) to each such boundary point (F,S). We say fn ∈ Bd con-
verges strongly to (F,S) if its algebraic limit is (F,S) and its geometric limit
is the suspension of (F,S).
The pair (F,S) has a natural marking relation Φ : S1 → S1, which blows
the sources up to intervals and transports the dynamics of (F,S) to that of
pd(z) = zd. The points that are about to escape from the inﬂuence of a
given source s are labeled by the ﬁnitely union of intervals
Φ∗(s) = {z ∈ Φ(s) : zd  ∈ Φ(F(s))} ⊂ S1.
The main result of this section describes the behavior of lengths under strong
limits in terms of these escape intervals. In these two result, ‘almost all’
means with just ﬁnitely many exceptions.
Theorem 13.1 If fn → (F,S) ∈ ∂Bd strongly, then for almost all z ∈ S1
we have
Lfn(z)
M(fn)
→ L(z) =
 
1 if z ∈ Φ∗(s) for some s ∈ suppS;
0 otherwise.
(13.1)
64When |suppS| = (d − 1), equality holds for all z  ∈
 
∂Φ∗(s).
Corollary 13.2 If fn → (F,S) strongly, and then we have
L(C) = lim
n→∞
L(C,fn)
M(fn)
=
 
s∈suppS
|C ∩ Φ∗(s)| ∈ Z
for almost all cycles C. When |suppS| = (d − 1), equality holds for all
cycles.
Proof. The ﬁrst statement follows from the formula L(C) =
 
z∈C L(z);
the second, from the fact that
 
∂Φ∗(s) contains no periodic points.
The algebraic compactiﬁcation. We begin by summarizing results from
[Mc3].
Since a map f ∈ Bd is determined by its zeros (0,a1,...,ad−1), Bd can be
naturally identiﬁed with the symmetric product ∆(d−1). Taking its closure
in C(d−1), we obtain the algebraic compactiﬁcation
Bd = ∆
(d−1) =
d−1  
e=1
∆(e−1) × (S1)(d−e).
We will identify a point (ai) ∈ Bd with the pair (F,S) consisting of the
map
F(z) = z
 
|ai|<1
 
z − ai
1 − aiz
 
 
 
|ai|=1
(−ai) (13.2)
and the divisor of sources
S =
 
|ai|=1
1   ai ∈ Div(S1).
Note that deg(F) + deg(S) = d. We refer to the distinct points (s1,...,sk)
in suppS as the sources of (F,S), and write S =
 k
1 misi.
A sequence fn ∈ Bd converges algebraically to (F,S) if the corresponding
parameters converge in Bd ∼ = ∆
(d−1). Equivalently, fn → (F,S) if fn|∆ →
F|∆ uniformly on compact sets, and the zeros of fn|∆ which escape the disk
converge, as a divisor, to S.
Covering relations. Each boundary point g = (F,S) can be interpreted
dynamically as a multivalued-function or correspondence, as follows.
65First note that for any f ∈ Bd, there is a canonical lift of f|S1 = R/Z
to a diﬀeomorphism   f : R → R that varies continuously with f, satisﬁes
f(t + 1) = f(t) + d, and satisﬁes   f(t) = dt when f(z) = pd(z) = zd. (This
canonical lift exists because Bd is simply-connected.)
Suppose fn → (F,S) ∈ ∂Bd. Since fn|S1 is expanding, the mappings
  f−1
n : R → R are contracting — in particular, they are equicontinuous. In
fact one can show the lifted maps   f−1
n converge uniformly to a monotone
increasing function   g−1 : R → R that depends only on (F,S). We regard
its inverse as a multivalued function or relation   g : R → R. The relation   g
sends points to compact intervals; more precisely, if t ∈ R and tmod1 = si
is a source of (F,S), then   g(si) is an interval of length mi; otherwise, it is a
single point.
The map   g descends to a relation g : S1 → S1 satisfying g(si) = S1 if
si is source of (F,S), and g(z) = F(z) otherwise. We regard g as the graph
of the degree d covering relation (F,S), which blows each source si up to
an interval and then wraps it mi times around the circle. The multiplicities
of the sources are not visible in g, but they are recorded by its lift   g which
gives a geometric meaning to (F,S).
The marking of (F,S). Recall that each f ∈ Bd determines a canonical
marking homeomorphism φ : S1 → S1 satisfying φ(f(z)) = pd(φ(z)). Sim-
ilarly (F,S) determines a marking relation Φ : S1 → S1, whose lift to the
universal cover is given by
  Φ(t) = lim
n→∞d−n  gn(t)
(see [Mc3, Thm 2.1]). The relation Φ, which satisﬁes Φ(g(z)) = pd(Φ(z)), is
the Hausdorﬀ limit of the markings φn of fn → (F,S).
Marking the suspension. Our next task is to describe in detail the
relationship between (F,S) and its suspension f : (T,p) → (T,p), deﬁned in
§5.
Let A(T) = {x ∈ T : d(x,p) = 1}. By the deﬁnition of the suspension,
we can identify A(T) with the grand orbits of the sources of (F,S): that is,
we can assume that
A(T) =
 
i
 
n∈Z
Fn(si) ⊂ S1,
that f|A(T) = F|A(T), and that the induced cyclic ordering on A(T) ⊂ S1
is compatible with the ribbon structure on T.
As in §8 we let J(x) ⊂ ǫ(T) denote the shadow of x ∈ T − {p}, i.e. the
interval of ends represented by rays based at p that pass through x.
66Proposition 13.3 There is a unique marking φ for f such that for all
a ∈ A(T) with J(a)  = ∅, we have Φ(a) = φ(J(a)).
Proof. If |A(T)| = 1 then f is the cone over zd, ǫ(T) = ∅ and the desired
result is vacuously true. So we may assume |A(T)| > 1 and ǫ(T)  = ∅. Then
Φ(a) is always a proper subinterval of S1. Since any two markings of f diﬀer
by a rotation, uniqueness of the desired φ is clear.
We proceed to existence. Consider any a ∈ A(T). By construction,
C(f) = suppS. If a is not a source of (F,S), then f∗|J(a) is a homeomor-
phism, and we have:
J(F(a)) = f∗(J(a)).
If, however, a is a source of multiplicity m, then there are preimages p1,...,pm
of p attached to a in T. In this case J(a) can be expressed as a union of
disjoint intervals
J(a) = I0 ∪ J(p1) ∪ I1 ∪    J(pm) ∪ Im;
the map f∗ restricted to each of these subintervals is injective; and their
images are given by
f∗(J(pi)) = ǫ(T) − J(f(a)) and f∗(Ii) = J(f(a)). (13.3)
In other words, f∗ sends J(a) m times completely around ǫ(T), covering
J(f(a)) a total of m + 1 times (once for each Ii, 0 ≤ i ≤ m). But this
is exactly the same as the behavior of the covering relation described by
(F,S). Consequently, if we restrict the lift   g of (F,S) to the universal cover
  A(T) ⊂ R (which is dense), then there are lifts of J and f∗ such that
  J(  g(a)) =   f∗(   J(a))
for all a ∈   A(T). Using this distinguished lift of f∗, we obtain a distinguished
marking φ for f whose lift to the universal cover is given by
  φ(α) = limd−n⌊  fn
∗ (α)⌋.
Since   J(x) is contained in a bounded neighborhood of x, this implies that
for all a ∈   A(T) with   J(a)  = ∅ we have
  Φ(a) = limd−n  gn(a) = limd−n   J(  gn(a)) = limd−n⌊  fn
∗ (   J(a))⌋ =   φ(J(a)),
where the limits are taken in the Hausdorﬀ topology on closed subsets of R.
Passing to the quotient S1 = R/Z, it follows that Φ(a) = φ(J(a)) as well.
67It is now easy to determine the length function of f.
Proposition 13.4 If there is a c ∈ C(f) such that α ∈ J(c) but f∗(α)  ∈
J(f(c)), then Lf(α)/M(f) = 1. Otherwise Lf(α)/M(f) = 0.
Proof. The reversed edges of T are exactly those of the form [pi,c], where
pi  = p is a preimage of p, and c is the critical point at the midpoint of
[pi,p]. Each such edge has unit length, and diﬀerent preimages of p have
disjoint shadows, so we have Lf(α) = M(f) = 2 on
 
J(pi) and Lf(α) = 0
elsewhere. Since each preimage of p is associated to a critical point, we have  
J(pi) ⊂
 
C(f) J(c); and by (13.3), if α ∈ J(c) then either α ∈ J(pi) for
some pi, or f∗(α) ∈ J(f(c)).
Proposition 13.3 implies:
Corollary 13.5 Let f be the suspension of (F,S). Then Lf(z)/M(f) = 1
if z ∈ Φ∗(s) for some source s; otherwise Lf(z)/M(f) = 0.
Quadratic examples, reprise. Suppose (F,S) ∈ ∂B2. Then F(z) = −sz
and S = 1   s for some point s = exp(2πit) ∈ S1. If t is irrational, then
Φ(s) = K(t) in the notation of §7, while Φ(F(s)) is a single point. If t = a/b
is rational, then Φ(s) = Ib−1(a/b), while Φ(F(s)) = I0(a/b). In either case,
the preceding Corollary predicts Lf(z)/M(f) = 1 exactly when z ∈ K(t),
as is consistent with Theorem 8.2.
Proof of Theorem 13.1 . Let L(z) be deﬁned by the right side of equation
(13.1) By the preceding Corollary, Lf(z)/M(f) agrees with L(z) for almost
all z; and since fn → (F,S) strongly, Lf(z)/M(f) = limLfn(z)/M(fn) for
almost all z by Theorem 12.2.
If (F,S) has (d−1) simple cycles, then Lf(z) has (d−1) complete laps,
so Lf(z) ≤ Lf(z) ≤ Lf(z) by Theorem 12.2, and Proposition 13.4 implies
that Lf(z) = Lf(z) outside the ﬁnite set of points
 
∂Φ∗(s) where Lf(z)
jumps from 0 to 1.
14 Examples of strong convergence
In this section we give eﬀective criteria for strong convergence.
For simplicity, we begin with the quadratic case. Let an ∈ ∆ be a
sequence converging to s = exp(2πit) ∈ S1. Then the Blaschke products
fn(z) = z
 
z − an
1 − anz
 
68converge algebraically to (F,S), where F(z) = −sz and S = 1   s.
Theorem 14.1 The quadratic maps fn → (F,S) strongly if either:
1. The unique source s ∈ suppS is not a root of unity; or
2. We have |an − s|2+ǫ = Oǫ(1 − |an|) for every ǫ > 0.
Using this result and a continuity argument, we will show:
Theorem 14.2 Every minimal quadratic branched covering of a ribbon R-
tree arises as the geometric limit of a sequence in B2.
Theorem 14.1 generalizes to higher degree as follows.
Let fn → (F,S) be an algebraically convergent sequence in Bd. Let
an = (an(1),...,an(d − 1)) ∈ ∆d−1 be the coeﬃcients of fn, and let b =
(b(1),...,b(d − 1)) be the coeﬃcients of (F,S). By a suitable choice of
ordering, we can assume |b(i)| = 1 for i = 1,2,...,e, |b(i)| < 1 otherwise,
and an(i) → b(i) for each i.
We say the zeros of fn escape at the same rate if for every ǫ > 0 and
1 ≤ i,j ≤ e we have
(1 − |an(i)|)1+ǫ = Oǫ(1 − |an(j)|).
(E.g. this is immediate if |an(i)| = |an(j)|, or e = 1.)
We say (F,S) has simple sources if each s ∈ suppS has multiplicity one.
Theorem 14.3 Suppose (F,S) has simple sources, fn → (F,S) algebraically,
and the zeros of fn escape at the same rate. Then fn approaches (F,S)
strongly provided:
1. There are no periodic sources, and distinct sources have disjoint orbits
under F; or
2. For all ǫ > 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, we have
|an(i) − b(i)|2+ǫ = Oǫ(1 − |an(1)|).
Note that in (2) we have required that the escape rate of an(1) controls the
rate of convergence of all the zeros an(i), even those with ﬁnite limits.
Corollary 14.4 Any (F,S) ∈ ∂Bd with simple sources arises as a strong
limit of fn ∈ Bd.
69Remark. One can show the same result holds without the assumption
of simple sources; however these boundary points must be approximated
by fn ∈ Bd with critical points of higher multiplicity, not zeros of higher
multiplicity.
Proof of Theorem 14.1. To show strong convergence, it suﬃces to show
that the orbits of the critical points of fn shadow their orbits under the
limiting map F.
Let Fn(z) = −anz, and let cn be the unique critical point of fn. We will
make use of the following facts.
1. We have Fn(z) → F(z) uniformly on ∆; indeed, we have
sup
z∈∆
|Fn(z) − F(z)| = |an − s| → 0.
2. The functions Fn and F are uniformly Lipschitz on ∆ in the Euclidean
metric.
3. For any z ∈ ∆, we have
|fn(z) − Fn(z)| ≤
2(1 − |an|)
1 − |z|
(as follows by a simple computation).
4. The critical point of fn satisﬁes |cn − an| = O(
 
1 − |an|), and
1 − |cn| ≍
 
1 − |an|.
This can be checked by a computation, but it also follows from Corol-
lary 10.12: cn is a bounded hyperbolic distance from the midpoint of
the geodesic [0,an], since the endpoints of this segment are identiﬁed
by fn.
Let cn(k) = fk
n(cn), and let δn =
 
1 − |an|. We claim that for ﬁxed
k ≥ 0, we have
|cn(k) − Fk(s)| = Ok(δn + |an − s|). (14.1)
For k = 0, this is immediate by (4) above. Assuming the bound for k, we
can deduce it for k + 1 by ﬁrst observing that (3) implies
|cn(k + 1) − Fn(fk
n(cn))| = Ok(δn)
70(using the fact that |fk(cn)| is a decreasing function of k), then observing
that the Lipschitz property (2) together with (14.1) implies
|Fn(cn(k)) − Fn(Fk(s))| = Ok(δn + |an − s|),
and ﬁnally observing that (1) implies
|Fn(Fk(s)) − Fk+1(s)| = O(|an − s|).
(The general principle at work here is that if g is uniformly close to h, and
h is Lipschitz, then gk is uniformly close to hk.)
By Theorem 10.11, we also have
d(0,cn(k)) = d(0,cn) + Ok(1). (14.2)
Let rn = d(0,cn). Using these scale factors, pass to a subsequence
such that fn converges geometrically to a quadratic branched covering f :
(T,p) → (T,p). For a ﬁxed k > 0, let Kn ⊂ ∆ denote the convex hull of
the points z = 0 and cn(0),cn(1),...cn(k). By (14.2), the vertices of Kn are
nearly equidistant from z = 0.
Now assume the rotation number t of F is irrational. Then the vertices of
Kn converge (by (14.1) towards the k+1 distinct points s,F(s),...,Fk(s) ∈
S1. Consequently the rescaled convex hulls r−1
n Kn converge, as metric
spaces, to the unit cone over k + 1 distinct points. In this limit, the rib-
bon structure and the dynamics of f on T are consistent with the action
of F on the circle; thus f is simply the suspension of (F,S), and therefore
fn → (F,S) strongly, as desired.
Finally assume t = a/b is rational, so F(z) has order b; and assume
|an − s|2+ǫ = Oǫ(1 − |an|),
or equivalently |an − s| = Oǫ(δ1−ǫ
n ) for all ǫ > 0. Then (14.1) gives
|cn(0) − cn(b)| = O(δ1−ǫ
n ).
Since 1−|cn(0)| and 1−|cn(b)| are both comparable to δn, this implies their
separation in the hyperbolic metric satisﬁes
limsup
d(cn(0),cn(b))
d(0,cn(0))
≤ ǫ,
and hence r−1
n d(cn(0),cn(b)) → 0. Passing to the geometric limit, we ﬁnd
the unique critical point of f : (T,p) → (T,p) has period b and rotation
number a/b, so once again f is isomorphic to the cone over (F,S).
71Proof of Theorem 14.2. By Theorem 8.1, a quadratic tree is determined
by its rotation number ρ(f) and, when ρ(f) is rational, its fan height δ(f) ∈
[−1,1]. The suspensions of boundary points (F,S) ∈ ∂B2 give all of these
trees except those with δ(f)  = 0. By Theorem 14.1, all these suspensions
arise as geometric limits.
To complete the proof, given any rational a/b ∈ S1 and 0  = δ0 ∈ [−1,1],
we will construct a sequence hn ∈ B2 that converges geometrically to a
branched covering h with ρ(h) = a/b and δ(h) = δ0.
Let s = exp(2πia/b) and let (F,S) ∈ ∂B2 with the corresponding bound-
ary point, with F(z) = −sz and S = 1   s. Let f : (T,p) → (T,p) be the
suspension of (F,S); then ρ(f) = a/b and δ(f) = 0, so Lf(z)/M(f) = 1 on
K(a/b) and 0 elsewhere, by Theorem 8.2.
Suppose for concreteness that δ0 > 0. Choose any point z0 in the interior
of K+(a/b); then Lf(z0) = Lf(z0) = 0. By Theorem 14.1, the sequence
fn(z) = z(z − an)/(1 − anz), an = (1 − 1/n)s
converges strongly to (F,S); so by Theorem 12.2, we have
Lfn(z0)/M(fn) → 0.
Now consider a sequence of irrationals tn → a/b from above, and let sn =
exp(2πitn). Then K(tn) → K(a/b) ∪ K+(a/b) in the Hausdorﬀ topology.
Thus by Theorem 14.1 and a diagonalization argument, we have another
sequence gn ∈ B2 converging to (F,S) such that
Lgn(z0)/M(gn) → 1.
The intermediate value theorem then implies there is a sequence hn → (F,S)
such that
Lhn(z0)/M(hn) → δ0.
Pass to a subsequence such that hn also converges geometrically, to a quadratic
branched covering h. Then the proof of Theorem 14.1 shows that ρ(h) = a/b,
while Theorem 12.2 implies Lh(z0) = δ0, and hence Theorem 8.2 implies
δ(h) = δ0.
By Theorem 8.1, these two invariants determine h up to isomorphism,
so we have shown that all quadratic trees arise as geometric limits.
72Proof of Theorem 14.3. The generalization of Theorem 14.1 to higher
degree follows the same lines as the quadratic case. The key points are the
following.
Let si = b(i),i = 1,...,e be the sources of (F,S) (each of multiplicity
one); let
Fn(z) =
e  
i=1
(−an(i))
d  
e+1
z − an(i)
1 − an(i)z
;
and let cn(1),...,cn(d − 1) be the critical points of fn, labeled so that
cn(i) → si for 1 ≤ i ≤ e. Then the basic facts used in the proof of Theorem
14.1 generalize as follows.
1. We have Fn(z) → F(z) uniformly on ∆; indeed, we have
sup
z∈∆
|Fn(z) − F(z)| ≤
d−1  
i=1
|an(i) − b(i)|.
2. The functions Fn and F are uniformly Lipschitz on ∆ in the Euclidean
metric.
3. For any z ∈ ∆, we have
|fn(z) − Fn(z)| ≤
e  
i=1
2(1 − |an|)
1 − |z|
 
4. The critical points of fn satisfy |cn(i)−an(i)| = O(
 
1 − |an(i)|), and
1 − |cn(i)| ≍
 
1 − |an(i)|.
In (1) and (3) we have used the fact that |
 
xi −
 
yi| ≤
 
|xi − yi| for
points in the unit disk; and in (4) we have used Corollary 10.12.
The assumption that the zeros of fn escape at the same rate implies, by
(4), that for 1 ≤ i,j ≤ e, we have
d(0,cn(i))/d(0,cn(j)) → 1
as n → ∞. Thus the corresponding critical points in the limiting tree (T,p)
are equidistant from p. Facts (1-4) also imply, as before, that for 1 ≤ i ≤ e
we have
|fk
n(cn(i)) − Fk(si)| = Ok
 
δn +
 
|an(i) − b(i)|
 
,
73where δn = (
 e
1 1 − |an(i)|)1/2.
It follows that the orbits of the escaping critical points shadow the orbits
of the sources, with suﬃcient accuracy that the limiting branched covering
f : (T,p) → (T,p) is the suspension of (F,S).
Renormalization. Additional insight into Theorem 14.1 is provided by
work of Epstein and DeMarco on renormalized limits of quadratic rational
maps [Ep], [D1]. To explain this connection, suppose a/b is rational and
fn ∈ B2 is a sequence satisfying
an = −f′
n(0) → s = −exp(2πia/b).
Then fn converges algebraically to (F,S), where F(z) = −sz is a rotation
of period b, and S = 1   s.
If an → s along a horocycle in ∆, then
(−an)b − 1
 
1 − |an|2 → iT
for some T ∈ R. Under this assumption, Epstein shows that suitable conju-
gates of the mappings fb
n of degree 2b converge to the degree two limit
GT(z) = z − 1/z + T,
locally uniformly on C∗ [Ep, Prop. 2], [D1, §5]. In the limit, the unit circle
(which is totally invariant for fn) is replaced by the extended real axis (which
is totally invariant for GT).
Passing to a subsequence, we can also assume that fn converges geomet-
rically to a quadratic branched covering f : (T,p) → (T,p) with ρ(f) = a/b.
Since f
q
n → GT, the lengths of the cycles of fn that become cycles of GT
remain bounded in the limit.
In the notation of §7, these bounded cycles are naturally marked by
points in K±(a/b). Indeed, the Julia set J(GT) itself is naturally marked
by the invariant Cantor set for the degree two expanding map
pb
2 : K−(a/b) ∪ K+(a/b) → Ib−1(a/b).
(This Cantor set parameterizes the external rays landing on the boundary
of the immediate basin of z = 0 for P(z) = z2 + c(a/b).)
Since multipliers of the cycles in this Cantor set remain bounded, Lf(z) =
0 at inﬁnitely many points in K±(a/b). By Theorem 8.2, this implies
δ(f) = 0, and hence fn converges strongly to (F,S) as predicted by Theorem
14.1.
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